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Tuesday, May 3,2016

Hazel City
Council approves
fiscal budget for
coming year
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledger.com

•

The Hazel City Council held
its monthly meeting Monday to
look over the new budget for the
2016-2017 fiscal year and also
confirm the dates for city wide
trash pick up--May 16-18.
The first reading of the budget for the upcoming fiscal
year extending from July 2016
through June 2017 involved
council members looking over
the proposals for three funds--a
general fund,fire fund and roadaid fund.
The general fund had a proposed income of $61,345 with
proposed expenses coming to
a total of $61,008--the largest
chunk of change being consumed by an estimated $15,000
in utilities--leaving the fund
with an surplus of $337.
"We worked on this and it
was difficult, it's becoming
more difficult every year," said
Mayor Kerry Vasseur."It's been
difficult because, believe it or
not, the utilities companies are
not going down in prices. There
are various things we looked
back on from last years budget
and we had to make several adjustments but we are still able to
keep things going without having to raise taxes." ,
The projected budget for the
fire fund saw estimated total
income to the sum of $16,050
with expenses of $15,450, leaving the fund with a surplus of
$600. Among expenses listed were costs associated with
training, equipment repair, fuel,
testing and certification, and
new equipment. The state provides the department in Hazel
with $7,750 for the acquisition
of new and needed equipment, a
dollar figure which Vasseur said
must be spent to ensure the state
). See HAZEL Page 5
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For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against
the authorities, against the
powers of this dark world and
against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly realms.
Ephesians 6:12
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JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times
QUALITY PLAY TIME: Polly Gray of Murray launches a frisbee as her dog Bella, a pit bull/Labrador retriever mix, charges from behind to chase the object
Monday evening as the two enjoyed some 1 -on-1 play time at the Murray-Calloway County Dog Park inside Central Park.

National Day of Prayer observance scheduled for Thursday night
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayiedgercom

Ledger & Times
file photo
City of Murray
Mayor Jack
Rose is shown
leading a time of
prayer last year
during the annual
National Day of
Prayer observance that was
hosted ar Murray
State University.
Thursday, the
event will return
to the downtown
area of the city
at the Robert 0.
Miller Conference
Center.

Going to a nighttime event proved so fruitful for last year's
National Day of Prayer observance in Murray that organizers
have decided to keep it a nighttime event this year.
Jacqie Kruger, co-coordinator
with the group Pray Murray that
oversees the event, said Thursday's observance is set for 7 p.m.
11-1
2 %
—1‘ Thursday
evening at the Robert
0. Miller Conference Center in
downtown Murray. This returns
the observance to downtown after
last year's event was moved to the
Curris Center on the Murray State
University campus; National Day
of Prayer in Murray had been observed for several years on
the lawn of the Calloway County Courthouse.
"What we found last year is that more people are able to
attend at night than we were having in the middle of the day.
Last year went so well," Kruger said. "So we're going to do
)0 See PRAYER Page 2

Judge temporarily blocks removal
of Confederate monument

Puerto Rico skips
bond payments,says
Congress must help

Duffy makes first appearance in court

By MARICARMEN
RIVERA
Associated Press

A Murray man charged with driving under
the influence when he was involved in a fatal
wreck Saturday morning made his first appearance in a courtroom Monday.
Eric Duffy, 26,of Murray was charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs,
second offense, with an aggravator in relation
to the two-vehicle wreck that claimed the life
of Carolyn Morris, 70, of Murray. The wreck
occurred at about 7:30 a.m. Saturday on Airport
Road between KY 121 and KY 80.
No other charges have been made at this Duffy
time. Calloway County Assistant County Attorney David Perlow told Calloway District Judge Randall
Hutchens Monday that there is a conflict of interest in this case
involving county attorney's office. Either the Calloway Count)
Commonwealth Attorney's Office or a county attorney's office
from a neighboring jurisdiction will take over the case.
In the meantime. Hutchens said he was keeping Duffy's
$50,000 bond intact. However, as the investigation continues
into the wreck, there is a chance for additional charges to be
brought in the case.
"I set bond (at $50,000) because I do believe there may be
more serious charges coming in this case. I also see that there
is clearly an aggravator alleged in the affidavit I have received

By CLAIRE GALOFARO
Associated Press

ing the massacre of nine black
churchgoers in South Carolina
last summer.
The city said the stone and
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— A judge on Monday tempo- bronze structure, for years a
rarily barred the city of Louis- source of tension, would be disville from removing a 70-foot- assembled and moved to storage
tall Confederate monument near until a decision is made on where
the University of Louisville it should be properly displayed.
The Sons of Confederate Vetcampus.
erans
and Everett Corley, a ReJefferson County Circuit
Judge Judith McDonald-Burk- publican running for Congress,
man signed a restraining order filed for the restraining order on
forbidding the city from moving Monday. They contend that the
the 121-year-old obelisk honor- mayor lacks the authority to reing Kentuckians who died fight- move the monument and did not
ing for the Confederacy in the follow proper protocol.
County
Attorney
Mike
Civil War.
Mayor Greg Fischer and Uni- O'Connell said he would agversity President James Ramsey gressively defend the merged
had announced Friday that they city-county government's legal
would remove the monument, ability to remove the sculpture
marking the latest government from its prominent location beeffort to reconsider displaying tween Second and Third streets,
Confederate symbols follow- next to campus and the universi-

•_
FS38 Trimmer

SAN JUAN,Puorto Rico
(AP) — A spiraling Puerto Rico
debt crisis reached a new milestone as the island missed nearly
$370 million on a bond payment
Monday and officials warned of
worse to come if the U.S. Congress doesn't help it dig out from a
mountain of debt.
The default was the largest in a
series of missed payments by the
struggling U.S. territory since last
year and Gov. Alejandro Garcia
Padilla warned it was unlikely to
be the last.
Puerto Rico has payments totaling nearly $2 billion coming
due on July 1, including about
$700 million in general obligation bonds that are supposed to

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
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WEATHER

TODAY
67

TOMORROW
68

49

46

Daily Forecast
Today: Partly sunny,
with a high near 67. North
northwest wind 5 to 8
mph.
• Tonight: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 49.
Northwest wind around 5
mph.
Wednesday: Isolated
showers, then scattered
showers and thunderstorms after 10 a.m. Increasing clouds, with a
high near 68. Southwest
wind 7 to 15 mph becoming northwest in the
afternoon. Winds could
gust as high as 22 mph.
Chance of precipitation is
30 percent.
Night:
Wednesday
Isolated showers before
7 p.m. Mostly clear, with a
low around 46. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 10 percent.
Thursday: Mostly sun-

ny, with a high near 66.
North northwest wind 7
to 13 mph, with gusts as
high as 23 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly dear, with a low around
47. North wind 5 to 9 mph
becoming calm after midnight.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 72. Northwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
wind
Northwest
53.
around 5 mph becoming
light and variable in the
evening.
Saturday: Sunny, with
a high near 79. Southwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
56. South southwest wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a high near 82.
Southwest wind 6 to 9
mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
60. South southwest wind
around 6 mph.
slight
Monday: A
chance of showers and
Partly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
79. South southwest wind
6 to 10 mph.

CROWNING MR. AND
MISS MI415: During a
special Murray High School
senior superlatives ceremony, Samantha Taylor
and Tre Hornbuckle were
named Mr. and Miss Murray
High School. Taylor is the
daughter of Dr. Randy and
LeeAnn Taylor of Murray
and Hombuclde is the son
of Renee Hombucide of
Murray and Deon Smith of
Indiana. The Mr. and Miss
Murray High School court
was also announced during
the senior superlatives
ceremony. The representatives are nominated by the
MHS faculty and voted on
by the entire student body.
Pictured below,from left are
Savannah Grogan, Parker
Wooldridge, Shelby Keith,
Ian Smith, Uly Ramey, Evan
Karanja, Samantha Taylor,
Ben Jackson, Morghen Turley, Tre Hornbuckle, Megan
J. Wilson and Duane Curtis.

MHS S:
impress
country.
Morgan,
and Me

Watching the Weather
- with Justin Holland
86 degrees recorded on April 26
Justin Holland, official observer for the National Weather Service Office in Paducah, reported that the high temperature for the
past month was 86 degrees on April 26. The low temperature for
the month was 34 degrees on April 9. Average temperatures for the
month reached a high of 72 degrees which was three degrees above
normal and a low of 51 degrees which was four degrees above normal.
Hail was observed on April 27. Fog was observed on April 23.
Thunder was reported on April 6, 26, 27, 29 and 30. The highest
wind gust reported was 40 mph on April 7.
Precipitation of 3.95 inches was listed for the month. This was
.11" April 6,.07" April 7,37" April 11, 1.20" April 21,.02" April
.11" April 26, 1.19" April 27, .04" April 28, .23" April 29 and
From front
.01" April 30. The normal precipitation for April is 4.76 inches.
' The weather outlook fe,c.44,0alk fpr aearncinual teppe17414rFf.,
asd below normal
be guaranteed under the island's
constitution. In an oinincius
warning directed at Congress
and creditors that include U.S.
hedge funds, Garcia said the
pressed excitement about Thurs- outlook for the next payment is
From front
day's activity. "And we had bleak.
"We don't anticipate having
good participation from churchit a again at night. and this time es in the community when we the money," he told a news conwe've decided to try this at the
(hosted the Murray segment of ference in the capital, San Juan.
Miller Center. back downtown
The remedy, Garcia warned,
the Kentucky 120 United Biagain."
a restructuring arrangeeither
is
Jan.
on
Marathon)
Reading
ble
National Day of Prayer is
I. We've got a lot of fliers out ment with creditors or legisladesignated as May 5 in the Unittoo so the word is getting out I tion from Congress. U.S. lawed States. Thursday will mark
makers left for recess last week
think."
the 65th renewal of this tradition
The Bible marathon received while a bill that would restore
across the country.
participation from nearly 20 Puerto Rico's legal authority
According to the official
Calloway County churches, to restructure as states are able
website of the activity. - nationalong with individual readers to do and set up a fiscal control
aldayof prayer.org. - this year's
boaid was stalled in committee.
and independent groups.
event is called "Wake Up AmerGarcia, who inherited the cripeople
have
to
"We just want
ica" and is based on the Bible
all segments of sis when he took office in Janfrom
praying
verse Isaiah Chapter 58,Verse 1,
society. That's what this is de- uary 2013, blamed lobbying by
which states,"Shout it aloud,do
signed to do,just have everyone "vulture" hedge funds and what
not hold back. Raise your voice
come together," Kruger said. he called "racist" attitudes toelike a trumpet."
"This is for our country, our ward Puerto Rico.
"I think we'll have a really
"Our worst enemy at the moleaders, our communities, our
good turnout for this," Kruger
is politics," he said.
ment
We
families.
governments, our
said, adding that she has heard
White House spokesman
all need this."
from several churches in the
Music will be provided by Josh Earnest said Monday's decommunity of different ChrisMurray Woman's Club Cho- fault should be another red flag
the
tian denominations who exfor Republicans in Congress.
rus.•

•PUERTO Rico skips bond payments...

•PRAYER...

"This situation requires an urgent response and Republicans
in Congress have been dragging
their feet for too long," Earnest
said.
The White House has put
forward a plan that would allow Puerto Rico's government
to restructure its debt and impose new oversight on finances,
among other measures. Earnest
said the oversight measures
distinguish the proposal from a
bailout — a charge Republicans
have lodged against the plan.
But, Earnest warned, continued
delay in Congress "only makes
a bailout more likely."
Following Monday's default,
U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob
Lew released a letter to House
Speaker Paul Ryan in which he
urged him to work quickly to
resolve the "few outstanding issues" on the legislation to help
Puerto Rico. "Going forward,
Puerto Rico's $70 billiop of debt
is unsustainable by any measure.
It simply cannot afford to pay its
debt," Lew said.
Garcia has been warning
since last year that the island's
overall public debt of more than
$70 billion is unpayable. On
Sunday, he announced the sus-

pension of a payment on debt
issued by the island's Government Development Bank, a day
before a scheduled $422 million
was due on the GDB's $3.8 billion in debt.
Puerto Rico managed to
reach a restructuring deal with
island credit unions that shaved
off about $30 million from the
total due Monday, and paid $22
million in interest. But that still
left it short nearly $370 million,
and in default.
Garcia said he had no choice
but to suspend the debt payment
to avoid cutting essential public services such as schools and
medical care.
The default was expected to
trigger investor lawsuits,though
Treasury Secretary Juan Zaragoza and Justice Secretary Cesar
Miranda told The Associated
Press before the news conference that none had been filed
so far. It did not cause upheaval
in U.S. financial markets, likely
because the island's economic
troubles have been known for
years.
Puerto Rican citizens have
struggled through a decade of
recession, cuts to public services, rising taxes and much

higher unemployment than on
the U.S. mainland, and it now
stands at nearly 12 percent.
Many on the island are anxious
about the default, hut-agree there
was little choice.
"If they pay the debt, they
are going to cut health care and
that's what worries everybody,"
said 83-year-old Jose Ugarte as
he sat with friends discussing
the implications in a plaza in
Old San Juan. "This is a debt
that isn't ours. It belongs to (former governors) Luis Fortuno
and Pedro Rossello. Let them
pay it."
But 24-year-old Vilmarie
Galarza says she isn't so sure.
"To me, it's bad because you
have to pay," she said as she
paused while taking photos in
the plaza.
Puerto Rico has been suffering through more than a decade
of economic decline since Congress phased out tax cuts that
had made the island a center
for pharmaceutical and medical
equipment manufacturing. ture,
borrowed heavily to cover over
budget deficits.
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Murray High Schoolstudents score
well on National Spanish Exams
ect
Succee
ct ther Pe
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MHS Seniors who participated in the National Spanish Examinations are shown after an
impressive performance on the exam which features 160,000 students from all over the
country. Pictured, from back left, are Kevin Wann, Ben Jackson, Gustavo Leon, Sam
Morgan, David Lu, Evan Karanja, Tesla Like, Claire Wilson, Shelby Keith, Megan M. Wilson
and Megan J. Wilson.
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CCMS History Bee Team receives donation: Students of the Calloway County Middle
School History Bee Team recently received a monetary donation from The Murray Bank to
help provide support for their trip to the 2016 NHB Elementary and Middle School National
Championships which will take place in Rosemont, Illinois at the Hyatt Regency O'Hare near
Chicago June 10-12. Pictured, from back left, are Coach Mitch Hultman, Caden Emerson,
Marshall Hays, Ben Overby, Caden Bohannon, Jayden Morris, Riley Williams, Tim Stark,
Marketing Coordinator of The Murray Bank, Cora Williams, Elle Carson, Sophia Bogard and
Coach Scott Pile.

Special to the Ledger
Several world language students attained national recognition for excellent performance on the 2016
National Spanish Examinations.
Murray High School students earned a total of one gold, three silver and seven bronze medals along
with 11 honorable mentions on the examinations.
"Attaining a medal or honorable mention for any student on the National Spanish Examinations is
very prestigious," said Kevin Cessna-Buscemi, national director of the exams."The exams are the
largest of their kind in the United States with over 160,000 students participating in 2016."
Students from MHS have a long history of high achievement on these exams and were taught
by Spanish teachers, Lauren Hines and Jacqlyn Murdock. The National Spanish Examinations are
administered each year in grades 6-12 and are sponsored by the American Association of Teachers of
Spanish and Portuguese.
Megan J. Wilson was the gold medal recipient, with Anna Cate Brown, Mallory Wooldridge and
Sam Morgan receiving silver. Kevin Wann,Ben Jackson, Megan M. Wilson,Sam Super, Bindy Patel,
Katherine Adams and Ashtin Mckinney took home bronze.
Those students who received honorable mentions were; Gustavo Leon,David Lu,Evan Kareanja,
Tesla Like, Claire Wilson,Shelby Keith, Leah Taylor, Caleb Rogers, Phoebe Shown,Tahn Thaiwainin
and Brynn Jones.•
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CCHS senior awarded scholarship to MSU: lesha Alexander was the winner of the
Minority Educator Recruitment and Retention Scholarship in Education from Murray State
University. Alexander will be awarded $5,000 through the scholarship which is renewable each year. Pictured from left, are Bryan Warner, Calloway County High School
Americorp College and Career Coach; Raymond Sims, Lecturer and Coordinator of Minority
Recruitment for the College of Education and Human Services at Murray State University;
lesha Alexander, senior at CCHS and scholarship recipient and Laura Crouse CCHS
Guidance Counselor. Alexanger has plans to major in Elementary Education at Murray State
University starting in the 2017 fall semester.
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Tigers of the Month: Murray Middle School students were recently recognized as the April
Tiger of the Month for recognition of the Tiger Trait, "I Always Do My Best." Those students
are, from back left, Makenzie Turley, K'Lee Taylor, Mason Lu, Reese Wilson, Amy Sue Tish,
Keely Welsh, Mia Todd, Will Outland, Cadrian Dennis, Rohan Das, Carson Gilliam, Nora
Dodd, Derryauna Hudspeth, Molly Armstrong, Changbin Park, Kailee McManaway, Trinity
Powell, Annabel Wilcher, Katelynn Stanczyk, Pablo Perez-Hernandez, Destiney Copeland
and Logan Dick.
Please support the
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\ If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
or (270) 759-9216
4111MIN.1%
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
an
L)
,
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County"
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 70 years!

Saturday, May 7, 2016•2:00-6:30 pm
Murray Banquet Center •926 S 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
gentryhouse.org • 270-761-6802
Tickets can be purchased at gentryhouse.org or in person
at the Gentry House Office at 629 Broad St.

$15 advance ticket • $20 at the door ticket
A silent auction will take place, along with food and cash bar available. Contests
such as "Best Hat:"Best Dressed"and "4 Best Dressed Gent" will also be held.
SPONSORED BY: Dwain Taylor, Independence Bank, FNB Bank
St. Leo Catholic Church & Knights of Columbus

Fern Terrace...
Your
Personal Care
Home!

FARM • AUTO • HOME
.5401 2(1424.
Skit Repttudel ellt/kt Ecereaze.

Efel

I-HOUSE
COFFEE!
Karen Glover, Administrator
Tamara Elkins, Asst. Administrator

1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray, Ky
www.femterrace.com • 270-759-1883

EARTHQUAKE • FIRE • STORM • ACCIDENT • MORE
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Research presented during
Murray State University
Scholars Week

Sierra Club meeting planned
The Great Rivers Group of Sierra Club will
meet Wednesday, May 4 at 7 p.m. in room 119
of the Biology Building on the campus of Murray State University. The schedule of action
items,hiking outings and other group events for
May and June will be discussed. Mike Miller
will provide information about the annual Calloway County Spring Bird Count scheduled for
Martha
Saturday, May 7. All interested in environmenFinney Andrus tal issues are invited. For MOW information,
Community editor contact George at 270-753-8910.

kAZ

44111Pe

5K Run/Walk to be held
Be the Change 5K Run/Walk will be held Saturday, May 21 at 8
a.m. at Chestnut Park. A portion of the proceeds will go to the West
Kentucky Mental Health Counselors Association to help keep professionals trained and up-to-date on the best ways to help and serve
our community.Participants are encouraged to place their handprint
On an art piece at the race finish line. Preregistration is $25 which
includes a t-shirt and the deadline is Monday. May 9. Kids 12 and
under are free but need to register. Race day registration will be at
7 am.at a cost of $30. For more information,call 270-761-5804.

MCC Habitat for Humanity seeks family
_ The Murray -Calloway County Habitat for Humanity is planning
to start construction on its next home and is looking for a partner
family. Applications for partnership are available at the Calloway
County Public Library. In order to qualify, partnership families are
expected to contribute 250 sweat equity hours for each adult applicant during the construction of the home as well as have a good
rental history. paying a minimum of $350 per month in rent.

Bridges and McKinney

Gentry House to host Derby Party

Kenny and Davida Bridges of Murray, Kentucky. announce the
of their daughter, Shania Dawn Bridges. to Kyle Matengagement
The Gentry House will host its fourth annual Community Derby
son of Frankie and Kristina McKinney of Wineo.
thew
McKinney.
Center.
Banquet
Murray
the
Party on Saturday. May 7 at 2 p.m. at
Tickets are S15 in advance and $20 at the door and are available at Kentucky.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Sondra Waldrop and
gentry house.org or by calling 270-761-6802.
the late David Waldrop and Arvel and Jean Birdsong and the late
Clayton Bridges. She is a 2013 graduate of Calloway County High
Work day to be at Coldwater Cemetery
School,a 2015 graduate of West Kentucky Community and TechniThere will be a work day at Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery cal College.Paducah. with an associate in science degree and a May
on Saturday. May 7 from 9 am.- noon. For more information. con- 2016 graduate in dental assisting. She is employed by Dr. Michael
tact Dan Bazzell at 270-227-9717.
Bobo.Oral and Maxilla Facial Surgery. Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Steve and Cindy Coltharp of
Living History Weekend to be presented
Pilot Oak. Kentucky, and Richard and Diane McKinney of Wingo.
A Living History Weekend will be presented by the Purchase He is a 2012 graduate of Graves County High School. He is emArea Brigade of the Kentucky Division Sons of Confederate Veter- ployed by om's Livestock Supply as a diesel mechanic.
ans Col. Alfred Johnson Camp at The Hitching Post & Old Country
The wedding will be Sanu-day. May 21.2016 at the bride's home.
Store in Aurora on Friday,May 6 and Saturday,May 7.There will be 703 Howard Road. Murray. A reception will follow.
re-enactments, storytelling,cannon shooting, period food sampling.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
games for children and a Ghost Walk at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday. The
public is invited to attend.

Outland Cemetery needs donations

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University celebrated Scholars Week from April
18-21 as students shared their research and creative work through
oral defenses, posters. exhibits, panels and works of an, theater or
music. The event was co-sponsored by University Libraries and the
Office of Research and Creative Activity.
"The University Libraries co-sponsored Scholars Week because
libraries serve an important role in the scholarly conversation by
helping connect what has been known to what can be known. Scholars Week is our university 's opportunity to showcase new information. conclusions,theories and skills developed as a result of inquiry," said Ashley Ireland. dean of University Libraries.
Ireland, ORCA Co-coordinator Dr. David Pizzo and Scholarly
Communication Librarian AJ Boston organized the four-day event.
Presenters ranged from undergraduate freshmen to graduate students
and faculty members who served as mentors. The showcased work
covered an array of topics from German history studies to environmental education teaching strategies.
"Scholars Week is extremely inclusive. Every student who asked
for a venue in which to present their work received one. I am pleased
with how many different disciplines and majors were ultimately represented this week,- said Pizzo.
The event offered students a chance to improve their presentation
skills and add a valuable accomplishment to their resumes.
"I hope that Scholars Week participants used this experience to
grow as confident speakers and celebrate what can become of pursuing answers to great questions.- said Ireland.
The event also provided an opportunity to utilize Digital Commons, Murray State's new repository for scholarship, research and
creative thought. Boston was responsible for managing the students'
submissions via the scholarly resource.
"Scholars Week has been Digital Commons'first real mission,- he
explained. "The broader goal for Digital Commons is to showcase
outstanding student and faculty research and creative work from our
institution."
Pizzo said that Scholars Week provided a platform to display the
high-quality work that is occurring across campus on a daily basis.
For instance. ORCA coordinates the Posters-at-the-Capitol event in
Frankfort. and students who participated in the February event were
able to share their work with the campus community this week.
"Scholars Week is a powerful reminder of what we do as a university: create opportunities for our students to shine and thrive."
Pizzo said.
In addition to a general session, poster presenters could enter their
work into the MSU-Sigma Xi Poster Session and Competition. Faculty judges e% aluated and scored the posters based on research content. poster design and students' ability to answer questions about
their work. The Sigma Xi banquet awarded winning posters and acknowledged participating faculty members. III

Weber honored as Service Learning Mentor of the Year

The Outland Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of

is concerned that his students acquire an appreciation for the service
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Peter Weber. an assistant professor and Director of the Non- opportunities that such developments provide.Lucko and Schauberger said Weber connects students to the como_ugh Circle. Murray. KY 42071.
profit Leadership Studies (NLS)Program at Murray State University., has been selected as the 2016 Service Learning Mentor of the munity through civic engagement best in his "Giving Back Scholars- class. Here, students have the opportunity to award a $5,000
Year.
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The Mentor of the Year award is chosen each spring by a subcomspecific learning objectives in a course.
Weber received a $1.000 stipend and a plaque and was recognized mittee of the university 's Service Learning Advisory Board. PreviSpring Clean-Up Day to be downtown
at the university's Annual Faculty Recognition Banquet on April 20. ous recipients are Dr. Dana Todd (20151. Dr. Bob Long (2014), Dr.
Volunteers are needed for a clean-up day for downtown Murray
Weber was nominated by a student of the Isa-S Program, Maria Duane Bolin (2012 Dr. Robin Zhang 12011), Dr. Bommanna LoSaturday. May 7 from 8:30 am.- noon. Volunteers should meet in Schauberger. and by the Chair of the Department of Community ganathan (2010). Mr. Mike Gowan (2009). Dr. Kelly Rogers(20081
4
front of the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center. For more informa- Leadership and Human Services, Dr. Paul M.Lucko.for this year's and Dr. Howard Whiteman 207).(
tion.contact Deana Wright at 270-759-9474.
award. A selection sub-committee of the Service Learning Advisory
Board then selected Weber from the group of nominees. The committee has one month to review all the nominations and select a reNeed Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed. They cipient.
Dr. Weber's class,"...is extremely engaging and benefits both the
include peanut butter, tuna. salmon. spaghetti sauce. Spam. instant
milk or shelf stable nulk, dry beans,canned pasta. fruit. hot or cold students and the community Schauberger said. "I look forward to
cereal, pancake mix and pancake syrup.breadbuns.hot dogs,chick- what the future holds for the program."
Although Dr. Weber only joined the MSU faculty in 2015, he has
en. pork. beef and lunch meat. Personal hygiene items are extremely
an immense impact on students, faculty and the community
made
low and needed are men and women's deodorant. disposable razors
Lucko said. "(Weber) is keenly aware of emerging trends
already.
for men or women, toilet tissue, bar soap. shampoo. dish liquid.
in the fast-growing nonprofit/philanthropic sector and
policies
and
&Gifts
diapers in size 4 and 5T. laundry detergent. Ziplock plastic storage
N. • MURRAY
HWY.
641
lohotel/travel
shampoo,
size
bags one and two gallon sizes) and
(270) 753-1725
tions. soap. Large brown bags and packing tape are also requested.
www.rollingh.com
Need Line is located at 509 North Eighth Street and is open from 10
am.until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way
afency. For more information call 270-753-6333.

the cemetery. Mail donations to Betty Sue Vinson. 2011 Gatesbor-

Lake Barkley to host
Saturday hike May 14

4,nge1s Attic seeks items

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop.972 Chestnut St..is in need of items
as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community Clinic. the
°entry House and provide assistance to other local agencies. Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture:
appliances; household items, and toys. hems can be received Monday through Saturday. from 8 am. to 5 pin, or call 270-762-0505
for pickup.

AA meetings available
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women with
the purpose to help others to recover from the pain and suffering of
alcoholism. There are meetings in Murray seven days a week, midday and evenings. For more information. call 270-535-4111.270799-1065 or 270-226-3971 or visit www.wlcintergroup. org.

MWC Garden Dept. to host flower show
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will host its
third annual Iris Color Show,Luncheon and Plant Sale on Thursday.
May 5 at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The public is invited to
bring irises,flowering house plants and singe flowering stem plants
for display. Ribbons and certificates will be awarded for first,second
and third for each color group. Registration for floral entries will
be at 7:30 am.and judging will be at 9:30 am.There is no charge
for viewing the displays which will close only during the judging.
A luncheon will be served from 11:30 am.- 1 p.m. Tickets for the
luncheon are available from any department member or at the door.
Take-out orders are available by reservation before Wednesday.May
4 by calling Dee Morgan at 270-767-1030.

SBG

Special to the Ledger
The next Second Saturday
guided hike at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park on May 14
will focus on the study of the
changing ecosystem.
The hike is scheduled for 10
a.m.and will start at the lobby of
the park lodge. No reservations
are necessary. Sturdy. comfortable footwear is strongly suggested.
"From our waterways to our
weather patterns. and from our
plant and animal communities
to the smiling faces at our favorite park. change is inevitable." park naturalist David Kern
said. "This hike will focus on
forest succession - the study of
our changing ecosystem. By
identify ing plants and animals.
as well as uncovering clues to
our park's past. participants will
learn to 'read' the forest around
them."
Families and individuals can
enjoy other entertainment and
lodging opportunities at the
park. Lake Barkley State Resort
Park is the largest state resort

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • www.sbgproperty.com

park in Kentucky and features
a lodge. cottages. the Windows
on the Water Restaurant, a seasonal campground. 18-hole
golf course, fitness center with
indoor pool, marina, fishing.
tennis courts, hiking trails, gift
shop. and recreational and nature programming. The park is
located at 3500 State Park Road
in Cadiz.
For more information contact
David Kern.david.kem4 ky.gov
or call the lodge at 1-800-3251708.•
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* Hanging Baskets * Roses
* Hibiscus
* Hydrangea

Open
%Ionday-Saturclay 4-5
Sunday 1-5

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

KNOW
\ I ESTATE
1405 Peach Orchard Rd.,Murray

270.753.9999
See this property
and many more at

www.SBGproperty.com

Adorable home in a ciuiet, country setting. This house
rests on a large lot just a few minutes from town.
convenient to Hwy 80. Many updates in the past 5-10
years. including vinyl siding. vinyl windows. HVAC
unit, roof covering. laminate floors. paint, and an addition that features a one car garage and mastersuite.
The detached shop is finished with a full bathroom
and large. open room that would make a great man
cave or hobby room. MIS .86616 $199.900
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Lynwood Morris

Beverly Deno Thorn Johnson

Lynwood Morris, 96,of Sedalia, Kentucky,died Monday, May
2,2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray.
He was a member of Bell City Baptist Church,a bank director of
the former Peoples Bank in Murray and a retired farmer.
He was preceded in death by one brother, Calvin P. Morris and
his parents, Elwood and Effie Pryor Morris.
Mr. Morris is survived by his wife, Euple Jetton Mon-is; two
daughters, Dedra Henderson and husband John and Darlene (Harold Fry) Morris, both of Sedalia; one sister, Jane Morris Reaves
of Onnond Beach,Florida; three grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild and two stepgreat-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be 2 p.m. Thursday, May 5,2016 at Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Van Russell and Presley Lamm officiating. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery. Visitation
will be from 3-8 p.m. Wednesday, May 4,2016 at the funeral home.
Byrn Funeral Home,Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE

Beverly Dene Thorn Johnson, 55, of Alexandria, Kentucky, formerly of Murray, Kentucky,died Thursday,April 29,2016.
She was a retired employee of the Kentucky Department of ComAlexandria Funeral Home.325
munity Based Services in Covington,Kentucky. She was a member
Washington St.. Alexandria
of Summit Church of Christ in Cold Spring, Kentucky.
She was preceded in death by her parents, William Lee Thorn and
Beverly Johnson,55
Wariza Edwards Thorn and a brother,Joel "Bubba" Thorn.
Funeral service will be at 7 p.m. Tuesday, May 3,2016 at the
Beverly is survived by her husband, Barry and daughter, Megan
funeral home.
Ann Johnson,both of Alexandria; sister-in-law,Brenda Thorn;cousins,Janeen Burkeen and Kathran Newsom and three nephews,Chris,
Chad and Man,all of Murray.
Ethics commission says it can't stop Bevin's inquiry
Funeral services will be Tuesday, May 3,2016 at 7 p.m. at Alexandria Funeral Home,Alexandria. Visitation will be Tuesday,May 3,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) sion to tell Bevin he does not
2016 from 5-7 p.m. at the funeral home.
- The Executive Branch Ethics have the authority to conduct
Memorial donations may be made to St. Jude Children's Research Commission says it cannot stop such an investigation.
Commis;
Hospital, 501 St Jude Place Memphis, TN 38105 or to the Stray Republican Gov. Matt Bevin sion Executive Director
Kathryn
Animal Adoption Program, 58 Martha Layne Collins Blvd., Cold from investigating whether his Gabhart wrote back
on Monday
Spring, KY 41076.
Democratic predecessor violat- saying the commission does not,
John K. Fleming
Online condolences may be left at alexandriafh.com.
ed state ethics laws.
have the authority to stop Bevin.:
John K.Fleming,67,of Jeffersonville,Indiana,
Alexandria Funeral Home,325 Washington St., Alexandria, is in
Bevin says he will hire a
Bevin spokeswoman Jessica:
died Saturday, April 30, 2016 surrounded by his
charge of arrangements.
private law firm to investigate Ditto said the commission was
family.
whether former Gov. Steve right to reject Andy Beshear's
He graduated from Mater Dei High School,
Frances V. Paschall
Beshear coerced state employ- request. She said Bevin welt
Middletown, New Jersey, and received his bachFrances V. Paschall, 86, of Murray, Kentucky ees to donate to political cam- comes the commission to conelors and masters degrees from Murray State
died Saturday, April 30, 2016 at Spring Creek paigns.
duct its own investigation.
University. He was an educator for over 35 years,
Healthcare and Rehabilitation, Murray.
Democratic Attorney General
Andy Beshear said any inspending most of it as a 6th grade guidance counShe was born Aug. 19,1928 in Calloway Coun- Andy Beshear, Steve Beshear's vestigation by Bevin would not
selor at Parkview Middle School. He was a true
ty, Kentucky, to Clancy and Allie Williams Vance. son, asked the ethics commis- be credible. II
fan of the New York Yankees and the Louisville
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Cardinals. John loved the outdoors and was an
Along with her parents, she was preceded in
Fleming
avid hunter,fisherman and master gardener. Being
death
by her husband, Billy Paschall; four brothfrom the Jersey shore, he loved sailing and spenders,
Troy
Vance, Cottfield Vance,Edwin Vance and
ing time at the beach. He cherished his 11 grandchildren and was so
James
"Jimmy"
Vance and four sisters, Beatrice
proud of his four children.
Kniffen, Beauton Underwood, Robbie Sykes and
He was preceded in death by his father, Herbert Fleming.
Paschall
communities across the state.
Wanda Coy.
From front
John is survived by his loving wife of 42 years, Rita Fleming;
Kentucky is the birthplace of
Mrs.
Paschall
is
survived
by
two
sons,
Mark
Paschall
and
wife
children, Bridgette Dozal (Arturo), Jesse Fleming (Erin), Patrick
both
Abraham Lincoln and JefLaura and Mitchell Paschal and wife Jana,all of Murray;two daugh- ty's celebrated Speed Art museFleming (Marianne)and Joshua Fleming (Sarah); mother, Margaret
ferson Davis, the only president
ters,
Margaret
Anne
Lamb
of
Puryear,
Tennessee
and
Meleah
Rose
um,which just completed a $60
Fleming; 11 grandchildren,Tevin, Yamilez,Ireland,Santana, Bresof the Confederacy. Both are
Paschall of Cambria, Illinois; a brother-in-law, Howard Coy of million renovation.
lyn, Isley, Ellie, Sarabeth, Honor, Abraham and Everett and three
honored in the state's Capitol;
Almo; two sisters-in-law, Frances Vance of Murray and Edna Vance
The judge scheduled a hearsiblings, Kent Fleming, Colleen Muldowney and Colette Commisrotunda
with large statues. Folof Almo; seven grandchildren, Angela Massey,Andrea Lamb,Mark ing Thursday morning, though
SO.
Austin Paschall, Amanda Paschall, Claire Rose Hacker, Steven O'Connell's office asked for lowing the Charleston church
Funeral services will be at 6 p.m.Thursday,May 5,2016 at Scott
Douglas Hacker and Kody Paschall; and three great-grandchildren, more time to prepare its legal shootings, leaders from both
Funeral Home, 2515 Veterans Parkway, Jeffersonville, Indiana.
political parties called for the
Troy and Tucker Massey and Liza Jane Paschall.
arguments. The judge will hear
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday, May 4,2016 and from
removal of the Davis statue. But
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, May 4,2016 at the that motion Tuesday morning.
4-6 p.m. Thursday, May 5,2016 at the funeral home.
a state commission voted 7-2 to
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel with Tim Cole
Corley, a real estate agent
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Community
and Wayne Carter officiating. Burial will follow in Sinking Spring running against two other Re- leave it be.
Kitchen, P.O. Box 953 Jeffersonville, IN 47130.
Corley charged that while
Cemetery. Jamie Vance, Jan Vance, Mike Vance, William Vance, publicans to take on Rep. John
Scott Funeral Home, Jeffersonville, Indiana, is in charge of ar.
Sam Underwood and Terry Vance will serve as pallbearers. Visita- Yannuth in the fall, called the the city says it plans to move the
rangements.
monument,
Louisville
it
really+
tion will be from 5-8 p.m.Tuesday, May 3,2016 at the funeral home. statue's proposed removal "the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Sinking Spring Cem- 2016 version of book burning." intends to destroy it and throw
it away. O'Connell called that
etery Fund,c/o Tripp Furches, 3390 SR 94 W., Murray,KY 42071.
He said removing the monuallegation "ridiculous."
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
ment - which features statues
Some in the city and the urn;
Imes
Funeral
Home
Heritage
&
Crematory,
Chapel,
is
in
charge
of three Confederate soldiers
From front
community have called
versity
and the inscription "To Our
sustain leg injuries but is expect- of arrangements.
for years for the monument to be
so this could change," Hutchens
Confederate Dead" - would be
ed to recover from those injuries.
removed. The city's announcesaid Monday in open court.
Marjorie Sue Brandon
an insult to soldiers who fought
Hutchens did set a pre-triment last week came days afDuffy was taken to the CalloMarjorie
Sue
Murray,
Brandon,
Kentucky,
80,
of
died
Monday,
and died.
ter Ricky Jones, a professor of.
way County Jail Saturday after al conference in the case for May 2,2016 at her home.
Kentucky, sandwiched beWednesday, but that is tentative
he was charged in the wreck and
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. tween three free states and three Pam-African studies at the unidepending on how the investigaversity, wrote an opinion piece
still remains behind bars.
slave states, never seceded from
tion progresses.
in
the Courier-Journal newsCalloway County Sheriff's
Jerry
Don Duncan
the Union and attempted to reIndividuals facing charges
paper
calling again for it to be.
Office Public Information OffiJerry Don Duncan,70,of Murray,Kentucky,died Sunday, May 1, main neutral throughout the
are presumed innocent until
moved.
He called it "a symbol
cer Richard Palmer added that
Civil War. But its people were
proven guilty in a court of law. 2016 at Princeton Health and Rehab in Princeton, Kentucky.
of treachery, terrorism, slavery
a juvenile who was a passenger
Funeral
J.H.
incomplete
Arrangements
Churchill
at
the
are
divided.
Some
deeply
fought
•
and racism" and a "celebration
in Morris' vehicle Saturday did
Home.
for the Union, others for the
of backwardness."
Confederacy, and the mixed allegiances tore apart families and

•MONUMENT...

IIII DUFFY..

•HAZEL...
From front
will continue to offer funding.
Proposed state funding for road
aid was $9,000 with expected expenditures coming to $8,500. Vasseur said that figure doesn't get
very much when to comes to paving
a mile of road--costing anywhere

from $67,000 to $72,000 per mile.
The council approved the road-aid
fund and all other proposed budgets
Mayor Vasseur requested all
Hazel residents have appropriate
items for trash pickup day out and
ready for pick up by Sunday, May
15 in time for the scheduled pickups May 16-18.

Sanders set to attend Louisville rally
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
- Democratic presidential
hopeful Bernie Sanders is making a campaign stop this week in
Kentucky.
Sanders' campaign says the
Vermont U.S. senator will at-

tend a rally at Louisville's Waterfront Park on Tuesday night.
The event is free and open to
the public.
Kentucky's primary election
is May 17.0

Every
Donation
Brings Hope.

MG!

IS

American
Red Cross

Central Kentucky woman
fatally shot; boyfriend charged
MANCHESTER, Ky.
(AP) - Authorities say a
central Kentucky woman has
been fatally shot after fleeing
her home and her boyfriend
now faces charges.
The Fayette County coroner's office said in a statement that 35-year-old Alisha
Tye was pronounced dead
Sunday of a gunshot wound
at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center.
Kentucky State Police
Trooper Lloyd Cochran in
London says in a statement
that the shooting occurred
early Saturday during a do-
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Democrat Hillary Clinton making
campaign stops in Appalachia

ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton is making
campaign stops in Appalachia
this week, starting in Kentucky
and West Virginia.
Her campaign says she plans
to talk to voters about her ideas
to raise incomes for people in
overlooked or underserved communities. The region has been
economically devastated by the
decline in the coal industry.
Stops were scheduled in Ashland, Kentucky, and Williamson, West Virginia, on Monday,

with visits in West Virginia and;
Ohio on Tuesday.
Republicans criticized Clinton for earlier comments that
her policies would put a lot 4'
coal miners and coal companies.
out of business. Clinton said later she was mistaken and that she
is committed to coalfield workers and communities.
Her husband, ex-President
Bill Clinton,is set to attend public events Tuesday in Morehead,,
Lexington and Louisville.•

4° STOCK MARKET REPORT

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone 270-753-1916• Fax 270-753-1927

TIRED OF PRICE INCREASES?

$4999

mestic dispute.
Cochran says Tye fled her
Manchester home to a neighbor's residence to get away
from her boyfriend, 52-yearold Samuel Cornett.
Cochran says Cornett allegedly followed her, forced
his way inside the neighbor's
home and shot her.
Cornett was arrested on
numerous charges and held
in the Clay County Detention
Center. It wasn't immediately
known whether he has an attorney.•
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- 0.01
Air Products
• 0.10
Apple ......
39.10 + 0.28
AT&T,
Bank of America__..14.77 + 0.20
Briggs & Stratton.-- 21.95 + 0.78
Btistol Myers Smdbb.--7137 - 0.21
+012
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp _113.32 + 1.14
3033
Yahoo —
Dean Foods---17A + $15
89.14 + 0.74
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor Co. —13.63+ 017
Germ!Electric —30.89+ 0.14
Glaxo Smith Kim-4318+ $37
Geis + 24.26
Amami
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ...2&77•OA

Pt ire% j*3:00 p.m.
..n NIA% 2.2016

—111$ —
HopFed Banc*
1 B M _—_-----145.26 - 0.68
3141+5.33
Intel
—35,42
+013
Kroger
3133+ 1.24
Mattel
McDonalds------171118 + 149
5530 + 0.46
Merck
51.61 + 0.74
Nlicrosoft
JCPenaey
9.61 +0.34
Perim,Inc. —10342+ 0.46
32.79 + OA
Pfber,lac.
Begins Randal —9.45+
1632•IA
Sears Hold* Corp
75.28 + 0.14
Time Hamer
4237 +11111
US Bancorp
141.50- 0.27
Asthma
Wal-Mart
67.58+ 0.71

HIWARD

LYONS

Financial Consultants (1.-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
1712 St RI. 121 N. Willi° murray, KY 42071 •
270-753.3366 I 1100-4441854
Hours: 8:00 am-5:00 p.m. M-F
int..110#1.1wal lidonrallon Nam a mosPkt ROC IMMI Ns
low wasIIrata kikirkIlliekt
Ira Oran Irsilass YamaM•lIltJJS mart cc lpra tic WmOs NM Mkt sic awe c
o.

\lilt I d
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'Business and individuals are pictured wearing butterfly wings and challenge others to do the same. All
7 proceeds from the side of the wings go to the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice House.
For more information, contact Susan Davis,
coordinator, Murray Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, at 270-762-1800. Wings may be
purchased for $10 each at RE/MAX.

For
coop
He;

ason Tiowellat Peoyles

Comyany

111*
6
r.
V

Tuture rounds

El\rB Bank

4•N•11•1111
1
/

'Dunk

Donut,

Tirst Christian Church

- ers
Cutv

ABC'Finance

ger & Times

Murray I

rtigri

I lint,
i.

Business and individuals are pictured wearing butterfly wings and challenge others to do the same. All
proceeds from the sale of the wings go to the Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice House.
For more information, contact Susan Davis.
coordinator, Murray Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, at 270-762-1800. Wings may be
purchased for $10 each at RE/MAX.

4.10.

2uIt) •

•

W.V. Steele Construction Services, LLC

Wild Mountain Bakery

Murray State (University Soccer Team

(fhe Murray Bank - g‘forth Branch

rfhe Vintage Door

Murray Bait Comyany

rilurmondqnsurance

Murray Ledger & Times
8•llseaday, May 3,2016
.••
14.414,i

ioliaaa MIA; 1)41

Murra%

arb
at ektolSe

HONOR OUR
HIROES THIS
MLMORIAL DAY.

ad below.

See ad beta*

CLASSIFIEDS
010

010
Notice

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Laosi
Notice

Load
Notice

tsaal

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing has been scheduled by the City of Murray to be held
in the Council Chambers of City Hall, May 12, 2016, 6:30 p.m.,
for the purpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Any person(s) who cannot submit written comments or attend the
public meeting, but wish to submit comments, should contact the
City Clerk at 762-0350 so the City can make arrangements to secure
their comments.

020

2x2 Black & White ad
225.00

Invitation to Bid

Call Nicki 270-753-1916
13frISPLAY AILS
$10.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3-35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their ads
for any error
Murray Ledger & Tomes
will be responsible for
only one incorrect
insertion Any error should
be reported immediately
so corrections can be
made

020
Notice

W.

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any
submitted matter

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916, email
dassifiedemurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-

gtaylor2000 (ct. gmail.corn
THE Murray Ledger 8.
its
considers
Times
sources reliable, but inacoccur.
do
curacies
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons and
mentioned
companies
herein are believed to be
reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.
060
Help Wanted

Papa Smurf

• Fax:(270) 753-1927
VISA
CLASSIFIEDS DEADLINES
Moodry
Pram

Tan*

Salm

IVedoesdn

Noo.12 pa.

Murray

Ta

Friday

Vela lua.

Saturday

The11 pa

TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
Drivers
hour.
an
License required. Call
between the hours of
8am - 10am. 270-9787157.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
«ano...)1
$39.00
3 mo.
mu
3
$65.00
6 mo.
.............$65.00
$119.00 6 me.
1 yr.
1 yr........-4119.00
Rest of KY/TN
Parra' & Buchanan t

3
6 mo.....-....$110.00
4160.00
$135.08 I yr.

3
I yr...

1
1
1 Check
1
1 Name

AU Other Mail
Subscriptions

Money Order

1st Month Free/
• New Climate Control
Available
.247 Surveillance
Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

Help Wanted

The Calloway County Public Library Board
of Trustees is now accepting
applications for a Trustee Position.
Applications may be found online at
http://wwwcallowaycountylibrary ord/employment.html
or at the front desk.
Complete the form and mail them to Library
Director, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Or email them to
trustee@callowaycountylibrary.org
Completed forms must be received
by May 20, 2016.

Employee Owned Company
Opening at the Murray Location For:
Delivery Truck Driver
Must have a Commercial Driver's License
Heavy Lifting Required
Position
Insurance
Life
•Health &
*Paid Vacation & Holidays
'Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Tull-Time

Pick up an Application at
Cole Lumber Company Inc.
500 South 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071
•NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE'

NEW DEDICATED FLEET
NEAR INDIANAPOLIS
I-;ire Ire
gm •
r.nte
Ears moors cents per NW
1141:1711 'I ''"
s-11:7
s ra r.• Nrtiw norar..t
..Ir veit "st I
11, 6tm!
Im-A =tag:in alal r701 :al 1:seal •I;di 17. rol Cvt

I City_
_

Zip

I Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

NIS4@2413• tovrts.sirivelmolcass
NOW hiring experihostess,
enced
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help Apply
in person at 110 South
5th SI.Call ahead. 270227-1941

Help Wanted
HELP Wanted
Day and night shifts
available. Looking for
smiling faces. Apply
at
online
sonicdrivein.corMobs

Accepting
NOW
Applications for full
time teachers experience a plus at Lily Pad
Center
Learning
Please apply in person
at 701 S 4th St.

Hiring
NOW
and
Management
Crew. Starting pay up
to $8.50hr.
applyzaxbys.com
Optometric
BUSY
office seeking motivated employee for FT/PT
position. Experience in
optical field preferred.
M-TH work week. Send
resume to 308 S. 12th
St. Murray, KY 42071
Service
ABBCO
Corporation, a national
contract cleaning company is currently hiring
professionally minded
part time and temporary cleaners (7AM3PM M-F & 6PM-10PM
M-F) for a location in
the Murray, KY area.
General cleaning experience is preferred.
Must pass all required
background checks.
Please call 800-2463221. extension 511
and leave a name and
number. ABBCO is an
opportunity
equal
employer.
BUG Masters is curto
looking
rently
expand and is in need
of a Pest Control
Technician.
30-40 hours per week.
Hourly plus commission. Paid Holidays,
Prior experience preferred but will train the
right person. Apply in
person at 414 North 4th
Murray. KY

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
Iiclp wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
inurrayledgercom.
‘ou will he redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
11u. wehsite
However, as a national
wettnitc. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Light

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

SECURITY

•Gar/an.

mattnew knee.
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved [lee Pre-Arrangement
Specialiet & Funeral: Director

cP4erif
• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Access Controls
• Video Stineillatice
trin!n..;

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
070
Position Wanted

Storage Rentals

Rouses For Rent
2BR, 1BA duplex.
270-753Furnished
0259
3BR 2BA Duplex within
city limits. Water and
trash included. $900.
No pets. 270-293-5423

RETIRED Nurse wants
o care for sick or
elderly person,
Any hours
270-227-6594
140
Want to Buy

2BR Duplexes

Collector want to buy
Indian
authentic
and
Arrowheads
Artifacts. Will pay top
price. Call
731-549-4015 or
731-549-3262

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
5400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

060

060

St Address

State__

Weekdays 1-5 pm
Sat. 9 am - 4 pm
1 lowers, fOrttalf° plants,
hanging baskets
1107 Potts Road
Cell 270-293-6882

Storage

%rapt Lair Co./rem, Ifeesneiiet

CDL Truck Driver
Local, Home daily,
Health Insurance
available.
Apply in person
Welch Sand & Gravel
6580 US,HVVY 641 N.

GREENHOUSE
HOURS:

For

• Murra

Licensed and Insured
Local Secunts Pnifessinnals

210-489-2755

Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

FL.WER
POTTS'

BILLBOARD FOR RENT
Hwy 641 High traffic S300/mo.
270-761-4558

AII1S

Zlte

"II y

Thank you for your business!

Notice

The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Insurance Coverage.
Bids will be accepted until 10:00 a.m., Wednesday,
May 11, 2016. Specifications are on file at the Board
Office at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071 Interested bidders may obtain copies at that
location.
Further information may be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The Calloway County
Board of Education reserves the right to reject any
andior all bids and to waive any minor irregularities
in the bids.

For One Month
What a Deal !!!!

Smart Saver

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

Insurance Coverage

2x2 Color ad 250.00

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
5.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

PRE-PLANNING

PUBLIC INSPECTION:
of City of Murray Municipal Aid Tax funds
use
The City's proposed
Assistance funds are available for
Economic
t
Governmen
Local
and
public inspection at City Hall during normal business hours.

classified@ murrayledger.com

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

the proposed use of City of Murray Municipal Aid Tax funds and
Local Government Economic Assistance funds for the upcoming year.

Nicki Peach

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

i Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

I
I

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ext2133

I

-.-ang,,Avd-ij

Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.58A, large utiliSS Want to Buy SS
ty, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Classic Rock Albums
Available June 1st.
Hendrix Zeppelin.
Lynn Grove 270-227Pink Floyd Grateful
1743
Dead. Janis Joplin.
NOW LEASING
etc
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
Terrapin Station
8 vouchers.
920S 12th St
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Centei
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
160
Wednesday, Friday.
Rome Furnishings
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Suite.
BEDROOM
Opportunity
New in boxes. 6 piece
TDD #711
Cherry Sleigh Bed
$695. 270-293-4121.
Houses For Rent
Can deliver, $40 down,
take it home today.
PILLOW Top Mattress 2BR, 102 N. 9th St. 1y
lease, deposit required
sets. New in Plastic.
now available. No
Queen $195.00
dogs. 270-436-5459,
Full $185.00
270-227-1840
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

38R, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

180
Lawn & Garden

,srantessui
FREE

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. MAIN ST.
(2701753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8.00-12 00

280

Mobil. homes For Rent

270-978-1109
270-978-1107

RGL Storage, LLC
New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!
Call 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www SBGproperty corn
or
www murraykyrentals corn

840 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557
-A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10.,$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15 .$35.00
Deposit Required

GRADUATES

Send your graduate a congratulatory message to be
featured in the Class of2016 special publication!

Graduate's Name:
Message:

Name of Payee:
Apartments For Rent

required.
4109.
2BR

270-753-

1 .5BA

house $550
270-293-5423

town
No pets

*4

Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage.net

MOBILE homes for
rent 2, or 3 bedroom
270-227-3304

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit

Do yo
a Ho
for Sa
Let us
270-7
Murra

UNITS NOW
AVAILABLE

School:

(270)293-7220

AUSTI
Se
All type
Bent
270-7

HW r ei0 Storage &
Northwood Storage

atatyttigg

Walter's
Lawn Service
107 Senior Citizen
Discount
keliaole - Free Estirnateb

J&L RENTALS
3BR, 2BA, C/H/A al
MINI-STORAGE
appliances, stove, ref.
W/D, Very nice execu
720 S 4TH ST.
tive country Home.
Corner of 121 S & Glendale
Between Stella and
10x10's 8.10x15's
Kirksey. Sun Porch.
(270) 293-6907
Double
Attached
Garage. No pets. Must
PREMIER
references.
have
MINISTORAGE
$900/mo plus deposit. *Inside climate control
Call for an appt. 270storage
293-8090.
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

DOG Obe
glendhen
(270)436410

Phone:

$10 FOR 20 WORDS

DEADLINE:5 P.M.ON MAY 16

Send payment to
Murray Ledger & Times:
PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 Mg

$2

edger & Times
Murray Ledger & Times

Tuesday,May 3,2016•9

Swags Bennis
Sernees Offered

FOR Sale 30 Acre
Farm with House.
Garage, and
270-43-4667

Hill Electric

Barn.

Since 1986

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

MINI

SiTORAG
1111 I

New 2-4

Units All Sizes • Climate Co
24/7Surveillance •Electricity

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

$12 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

ERCIAL

4 Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths
New Roof, C/H/A,
Large corner lot, 823 N.
19th St. Murray. Call
270-293-0996 or 270293-2273

GARLAND
RENTALS.

IF MURRAY

"If you've got it, we can store it"

RE-OWNER

Starting at S20
Mounted

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7Surveillance
•Garland RentalBoat& Miii, Storage-A../ 94E

arto of funeral
may Co.

270-753-2905
Pets &Supplies

5torage Rentals
ILL RENTALS
NI-STORAGE

0 S. 4TH ST.
01121 S & G

:10's &10x15's
70) 293-6907

Murray Ledger & Times FAIF
I lousing Act Notice

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Do you have
a Home
for Sale.
Let us Help
270-753-1916
Murray Ledger

For further ,naistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requ
ments, contact NAA Loun-el
Rene P
1700 n4S.Iit."

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

Remodeling

ALLEN Mowing
Sevices
Free Estimates
Call 270-293-6753

Paving-Sealcoattng
'Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

A 2x2 classified display ad is only
$250.00 IN COLOR for a whole month in
the Murray Ledger and Times
and in the Shopping Guide!

GET
NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Nickl at
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for 1
month for only
$225.00 Black
Er White

EAGLE BUILDINGS

RA
4302 HWY 641N
Murray

Moo 270-769-9666
Cell: 731416-234e

2

Let us help you
spread the
word Classifieds
work!
Call
753-1916
to place
your ad
TODAY

98
73
8
1

IN MAY 16

5
4

-

DitTicu ty Level **

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given numbers. The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

74
5

34
35
36
37

Answer to previous puzzle

1
4
2
76
69
2
4
9
• 67 8

4.9 8 2 7,1
7.5.3 8_6 4
6, 1 2 39 5
3 4 7 1 26
189 75,3
2,6 5 48 9
826 5 1 7
5.7.4 9 32
9_3,1 64 8
Iliffiedor ev0 •

3.65
1.9.2
8, 7 4
5 8 9
426
73 1
9.4.3
6. 1 .8
2 5 7

SMALL home repairs,
pressure
washing,
roofing,
carpentry,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

David's Home
Improvment
LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

TAKING
on
new
Customers.
Lawn
Care, Landscaping.
Mowing,
Trimming,
Clean up. Free estimates. 20 years experience. 270-227-7682.
Leave a message.

IslestrlaUCemmerclal/Issiintlal

lames C. Gallimere
W.OECIAURKAY.NET

(270) 759-0890

CAN MOW

*Lawn
*Landscaping
*Pressure Washing
*Mulching

(rumor Stan Remorat SpetWist

All year lessens Noels

Jamie McClure

270-227-1685

270-227-5406

Roof Cleaning 'Gutters "Siding 'Patios • Decks

•* *
HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY

WA Do Insurance Work
vea & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...
• Rentals
• Legals
• Help Wanted
• Used Cars
• Lost Pet
•Storage
• Auctions
•Yard Sales
• Homes for Sale and More !!!
270-753-1916

By Dave Green

Conc. tis Suck)Ku

& Ins.

VVater Damaged Roars
Braces & Floor Joists
Rif
ly Plunbing

.ARouI Also Sell

GaIllmore Electrical Contractors, LLC

(270) 739-0301

Pas CIR1

See Glenn RI
Buy OR Reni•ToOan

LdfilVr 7

• Licensed-Insured

40 years experience

-270-293-5949
j

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
Installation
*Seal Coating
& Striping

Yes vie it,
We
my RI

NEED a Roofer'
,
270-227-9484

15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
28
31
32

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
ills our house!

• Asphalt

free fitheetw

270-416-5959

r

270-293-1924

Gary 270-227-0420

Rh
Lawn Service

•Insured •Sr Discount
"Fire Estimates
-Member of "A" Rating
on Angie t LIS(

ACROSS
1
5
10
12
13

ri .1141

*Gutter Cleaning

4// Shrtzgie5 HaPstiVal/ev"

•Drssitill -Painting
•Tile -Flooring •Declis

u_
j0 MURRAY
EDGERINTIMES
SUDOKU

ROOFING

David 270-227-1106

"Mime Improvenints
glad,'A-lichen
& Additions

r

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

nar"sf\,,
McCUISTON

•Yard Work

Zach 270-873-7700

Barns, Sheds, Cabins!

(270)489-2839

270.206.2517

•Handyman Services

Over 28 Years
Experience

All Aspects of

'Trimming I ieee
Removal

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

REMODELING.COM

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

WANT TO
STAND OUT?

arts

rIMES

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Call Terry at
270-349-6380

Z70-748-8732

KENTUCKY LAKE

CLEAN CUT

FUTRELL'S

•Residential
"Commercial
•Free Estimates
•Lic. & Ins.

•Pressure Washing

Jeff moor.
931-289-9235

TREE SERVICE

•Metal Roofing

All 'far Septic Needs
Inetollation
Repair
Birv, Grovel.
WNte Rock,
Sand & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

*Licensed & insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733j

270-293-3248

Riley Remodeling

Servng Cakmay Canty
for 26 yews

Licensed &
Insured

We will knowinitly accept ant
advertising for realest,* %filch
I, not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling,ad vertised are
awilable on an equal kiportuclihrham.

Fnra Estimates

WE HANDLE YOUR
LAWNCARE NEEDS

Free Estimates

state laws forbid discnnunation
in the sale, rental or advertisin,f
ot mal estate based on tailor. in
addition to those protected
under federal law.

CONTACT Semi
21V-SAIL/15/

and bran yanic
cy. eerisaalai

•elean. tap arid outdoor ployets

MOW PROZ

•Replacernent WrIcbws

Lamb Tree Pro

1x1
1 Month
$75.00
270-753-1916

1 South *71

TIGER

SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
a TRUCKING
HILL

Moore's
Concrete
•Dnveways
*Patios
'Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
-Lic.. & Ins.

0,14.04%
,

.5 Seamless Gutters

;

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

IOUSES

sage to be
&cation!

•Lic. X hieS

-LICENSED 81%SURED

70-978-1109
70-978-1107

..$45.00
..$30.00
..$35.00
t Required

•Camweeciat

11.14.10.41.1
01,1.011,611,I,

Starting at
$55 per Month
aykystorage.net

Warehousing
r MSU $20-50.
753-7668

FREE

neod existing

llizirtfros
•Unwise-op, maiode-racurec
Losiai, at"
aft&Ma &AIL

290-292-340Q

All real Nate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, Lunitation or diScriminanon based on race, color re.1
glom sex. handicap, familial status or national engin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitation,or &sour
t ton

NITS NOW
,VAILABLE

way
Ay remodeled.
F0-761-7557

*First Time
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Storage, LLC
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Chad Lyons

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
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270-227-6357
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e climate control
storage
curdy alarmed
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/e sell boxes!
)rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
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Real Estate

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

t AD

I
I

Call 753-5606

All Sizes available, call today
it, reserve your storage unit

41.1Z

ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

0-ir.getrigst

441 Charley
Miller Rd.
Almo, KY

Serving
West Kentucky

14 15.1€

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th.

keg

Hill Appliance
Repair

436-5141 A-AFFORD-

Cizosecoads

Decks• Garages
•Pole Barns
*Additions *Porches
'Buildings
•New & Old

270-7591151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

care needs I
1
USED TIRES .(270)436-0031j

Choose from our 3 locations:

Matthew Imes,
: Pre-Arrangement
& Funeral Director

753-9562
v..w tullelectric corn

peal Tree
Building

weekly & special pickups
Hy owned/operated

For all your lawn'

For all your storage convenience
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Shows fondness
Clock part

1
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4
5
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Clear —
Moon views
Hester of fiction
Neptune's realm
Make over
Spanish gold

DOWN

Branch of Service:

Phone:

$10 PER PICTURE
DEADLINE: MAY 23 AT 5 PM

&TIMES

LEDR"- GER

Send payment to
Murray Ledger &Times:
PO Box 1040

(270) 753-ISIS.

Put up
New York's —

Name:

Name of Payee:
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HONOR OUR HEROES THIS MEMORIAL DAY.

Number offears Served:
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AD.
ONLY $100.05
PIZ NONTS.
CALL
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Phone downloads
Lasso expert
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"Bridesmaids"
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Tycoon Onassis
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War fame
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Auction action
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"And Still I Rise"
poet
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7
8
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35
38
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Sense of taste
Morale
Put back on th payroll
Imagined
Hideous
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Iron output
Inelegant
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Jockey Eddie
Procrastinator's words
"Streetcar" cry
Valiant
Get more out of
Diamond clubs
Perfect serve
North Pole worker
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Struggling sister should
get help and get going

Looking Back
'fen sears ago
the agreement, Murray-Calloway
Hospice Director Jimmie Joyce is County Hospital will assume manpictured handing out door prizes to agement of Trigg County Hospital.
winners near the end of the MurThirty years ago
ray Woman's Club's Luncheon and
More than 450 students from eight
Fashion Show at the Vine Street western Kentucky counties particiclubhouse.
pated in the regional Special OlymStudents at Calloway County Mid- pics at Murray State University's
dle School recently attended the Stewart Stadium.
Pictured is Loretta Jobs, MurKentucky United Nations Assembly
in Louisville. Pictured are Kristi- ray-Calloway County Chamber
na Fricker, Julie Boyken, Caroline of Commerce president, as she
Darnell, Henry Rogers.Shea Pierce, watches Framer's Gallery manager.
Laken Mitchell, Jacob Reynolds, Emma Lou Story, hang the Business
Jesse Murdock,Taylor Grady, Mor- of the Month plaque on the wall of
gan Williams, Sharon Jacobs and her retail store.
Beverly Outland, 10, was the winBrittney Forth.
Calloway County's Austin Mc- ner of the Boom Box from Sears at
Cuiston moved to 7-1 on the season a recent outdoor Boat Show held at
with 14 strikeouts while allowing the Bel Air Center. She is the daughjust four hits in a shutout of Mar- ter of Janice Outland of Murray.
Forty years age
shall County.
The Calloway County School
The Murray Bucs 10-under baseball team recently captured its third Board approved plans for additions
consecutive tournament champi- to the cafeteria and library at Calloonship, winning the Spring Classic way County High School.
Rita Anne Paschall of Hazel and
in Dyersburg, Tennessee. The Bucs
are currently on a 17-game winning Randy Lynn Herndon of Murray
streak and are ranked No. 1 in the were recipients of scholarships
nation in the USSSA power rating. awarded by Hutson Chemical Co.
The Murray Middle School band
Team members pictured include
Austin Johnson. Mason Wooten, won first place in its district in the
Jonah Brannon. Jordan Kendall, World's Biggest Fish Fry parade in
Tycen Henry, Caleb Brannon, Nick Paris,Tennessee.
Fifty years ago
Shumaker, coach Mitch Grogan,
Ken Thomas, junior at Murray
Ryan Alderson,Zack Grogan,Hunter Jac°, Blake Johnson, Garrison State University and son of Mr. and
Wagner. Dustin Bevil and coach Mrs. Edward Thomas. was elected
Kentucky State Future Business
Dave Henry.
Leaders of America reporter.
Twenty years ago
Mary Robbins. daughter of Mrs.
Pictured is Murray High's Jeremy
Hunt as he returns a shot in his 8-0 Grace Robbins and James Kelly.
. win over Calloway County's An- son of Mrs. Geraldine Kelly, were
drew O'Rourke during a recent ten- awarded scholarships to Murray
State University by the Murray Linis match.
Third generation broommaker ons Club. •
Sixty years ago
Richard Henson is shown as he exAnita McDougal, a freshman at
amines a freshly made broom during
a demonstration at Southwest El- Murray Training School, won first
ementary School. Henson makes place in the public speaking contest
brooms for the television program at the Future Business Leaders of
"Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman" and America state convention in Louislectures at craft fairs around the ville. She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James C. McDougal.
country.
William Adams, a Hazel farmThe Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved the first reading of an or- er, was named Outstanding Young
dinance accepting name changes to Farmer of Calloway County by the
country roads for the E-9II service. Murray Junior Chamber of ComPending board ratification of merce.

DEAR ABBY: I have a hard
time differentiating between enabling and just helping out my
sister. Throughout her adult life,
even while she was married, she
has never been able to make ends
meet.
She's single now and
in her 50s, a
hardworking
underbut
employed,
depressed
individual. I
have a good
job and I
Dear Abby
feel guilty if
I don't help
by
her
each
Abigail
month. (She
Van Buren
doesn't ask,
drops
but
enough hints that 1 know things
aren't going well.)
I have suggested repeatedly that she needs to find a better job. I even send her job leads.
but I'm not sure she actually ever
applies. My friends and relatives
say I should use tough love and
stop helping her. But I hate to see
her struggle, and I don't want her
kicked out of her apartment.
I will be retiring soon and
won't be able to continue giving
her money. What should I do? -SYMPATHETIC IN SAN DIEGO
SYMPATHETIC:
DEAR
Have a frank talk with your sister
NOW. Ask her how many of the
leads you gave her were followed
up on. Because you say she is
chronically depressed, encourage
her to see a doctor and find out
what kind of help there is for her.
It may be the reason for her divorce and for her inability to seek
other work and improve her financial situation.
That you will no longer be able
to continue assisting her financially is something your sister needs
to know ASAP, so she won't be
cut off abruptly. This isn't tough

Today In History
Today is Tuesday. May 3, the
124th day of 2016. There are 242
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 3. 1791, the Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania adopted
a constitution.
On this date:
In 1515,Pope Leo X promulgated
the bull "Inter sollicitudines" allowing the Catholic Church to review
and censor books.
In 1765, the first school of med'cine in the American colonies, the
Medical School of the College of

Philadelphia now the Perelman Allied forces recaptured Rangoon
School of Medicine at the Univer- (Yangon)from the Japanese.
In 1952. the Kentucky Derby was
sity of Pennsylvania), was founded.
In 1802, Washington, D.C. was televised nationally for the first time
on CBS; the winner was Hill Gail.
incorporated as a city.
In 1975, America's oldest operaIn 1916. Irish nationalists Padraic
Pearse, Thomas Clarke and Thom- tional aircraft carrier. the USS Nimas MacDonagh were executed by itz. was commissioned.
In 1979,Conservative Party leada British firing squad; they were
among 16 people put to death fo4 er Margaret Thatcher was chosen to
become Britain's first female prime
their roles in the Easter Rising.
In 1933, Nellie T. Ross became minister as the Tories ousted the inthe first female director of the U.S. cumbent Labor government in parliamentary elections.
Mint.
In 1945, during World War II,
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WELL, LOOK WHO'S WALKING)
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'(1)4E60 TO START WEARING
SUNGLASSES TO WORK

Pain specialist can find right
combination of therapies

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
been in pain since a car accident a
few years ago. My doctor is very
conservative in prescribing pain
medication. Why not just give me
what I need to feel better?
DEAR
•••••
READER: I
don't know
DEAR ABBY: It has been eight
the particuyears since my first love,"Oliver,"
lars of your
and I broke up. It was amicable
case, but I
and we both had closure. I have
think you are
been in my current relationship
talking about
other
each
love
We
for six years.
narcotic
very much and have two beautiful
(opioid) pain
kids together.
medicines.
I don't often think about Oliyour
Dr. Komaroff And
doctor probver and we haven't spoken since
by
ably is relucour split. But the crazy thing is, I
Dr.
Anthony
tant to predream about him constantly. The
scribe opioid
Komaroff
dreams are pretty tame and they
medicines
don't make sense. I don't underfor chronic
stand why this is happening. I pain -- the kind I assume you now
know myself and I know I don't have if your accident was a few
miss Oliver. I'm happy in my cur- years ago.
Opioid pain medicines are of unrent relationship. So what gives,
Abby? -- TROUBLED OUT questioned value in treating acute
pain -- the'kind you had immediWEST
following the accident. They
ately
DEAR TROUBLED: I'm sure
definitely reduce pain, and many
it's nothing to worry about. I was
of their side effects don't become
taught years ago that the things a problem until a person has been
we see in our dreams are manifes- taking them for a long time.
tations of our subconscious and
In contrast, the treatment of
are not meant to be taken literal- chronic pain is tricky. I spoke about
ly. What you are dreaming about the treatment of pain with my colmay not actually be Oliver at all, league, Robert T. Edwards. He is
but something he symbolizes. Per- a licensed clinical psychologist in
the Pain Management Center at
haps it's freedom,or youth -- who
Harvard-affiliated Brigham and
knows? But if the dreams persist Women's Hospital. He pointed out
and they bother you. I'm sure a that opioids can have very bothercouple of sessions with a licensed some side effects,even in the short
mental health professional would run. For example, they make people tired and cause constipation
ease your mind.
and memory problems.
Another major issue, as the onDear Abby is written by Abigail
going opioid crisis illustrates, is
Van Buren,also known asJeanne
that opioids carry the risk of abuse
Phillips, and wasfounded by her and overdose. They are not to be
mother,Pauline Phillips. Contact prescribed lightly. Approximately
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby. 25,000 people died in 2014 from
corn or P.O. Box 69440, Los An- opioid overdoses. In many cases,
those deaths were from prescripgeles,CA 90069.

love; that you will be on a fixed
income is a fact of life. You have
been a wonderful sister. You have
done more than many people
would, so do not feel guilty for
taking care of yourself.

non opioids.
Many pain experts say that
while opioids are potent relievers
of acute pain, there is not much
evidence that they are more effective than other forms of therapy for
chronic pain.
So in treating your pain, your
doctor (and you) have to balance
benefits against risks and consider
multiple options for relieving pain.
Opioids are not the only option.
For some people, the risk of abuse
is small, the side effects are minor
and the drug reduces their pain by
a lot. But for others,these drugs reduce pain only a little, and cause
severe fatigue and cognitive side
effects.
The best pain-management
treatments are tailored to each individual; they combine several different therapies to help minimize
side effects. Take a person with
chronic low back pain, a history of
alcohol abuse and depression. This
person might do best with a combination of non-opioid pain relievers, cognitive behavioral therapy
and an antidepressant. But another
person,also with chronic low back
pain, may get the best results with
daily low-dose opioids and weekly
acupuncture.
Of course people with chronic
pain want to experience less pain.
But they also care about enjoying life more and having a strong
sense of emotional well-being.
They want to increase their physical activity,sleep better and reduce
fatigue. They want to participate in
social and recreational activities.
These goals need to be balanced
against the downsides of pain treatment.
I'd recommend that you see a
pain specialist. Such specialists are
best trained to find the combination of therapies that will both give
you pain relief and spare you side
effects that might be as difficult to
deal with as the pain.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School.)

Hints From Heloise
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not be used to enter your home. -- Ilona T. in Florida
TURNING A KNOB SAVES COLD CASH
As an added precaution, type the phone number
Dear Heloise: The ice cream in the freezer section
of our 20-year-old, side-by-side refrigerator/freez- into an Internet search engine to see if an address
er was getting soft. I moved the TEMPERATURE comes up. And you may want to use a cellphone
CONTROLS for both the refrigerator and the freezer number to be sure you are reached when out searchto their lowest setting and back up to their regular ingfor the keys! -- Heloise
setting, then closed both doors. Within a day or two MICROWAVED LUNCH
Dear Heloise: I have a hint I'd like to share: When
of normal use of the refrigerator and freezer, the ice cream I,was working (now retired), I took frozen meals to
was as firm as it Was supOted
•ttii office to cook in a microwave for lunch. Taking
I
'
to be and continues to be 'so. = ''the hot dish back to my desk,1 hit Upon the idea of
I am sure this will not work sliding the hot dish back into the cardboard package.
for everybody's freezer prob- Much easier to handle that way, and no burned finlem, but it doesn't cost any- gers! -- Mary M.,via email
thing to try it, and who knows, SAVE SPACE
perhaps it will save someone
Dear Heloise: When hanger space is limited,I put
else from having to purchase a a key ring around the top of the hanger and hang a
new refrigerator. -- George S., coordinating item from the key ring. I also put speHamilton,Ohio
cial jewelry in a plastic bag, cut a hole in the bag
by
George,lam afirm believer and place it over the hanger top. This helps me coHeloise
in trying anything once in an ordinate a whole outfit in little space. -- Shirley L.
effort to fix something, espe- in Florida
cially before calling a professional. Whether moving DRYER LINT
the settings or unplugging an appliance completely,
Dear Heloise: I enjoy your hints in the Tupelo,
you never know what "fix" may occur and ultimately Mississippi, Daily Journal. My hint is for removing
save yon money. -- Heloise
lint from the clothes-dryer screen. I use an old, batKEY TAG
tery-powered toothbrush. Just turn it on and brush
Dear Heloise: I recently lost the smart key to over the screen. It removes the lint easily and quickmy car, which cost me $400 and change to replace. ly. -- Gail C., via email
While backtracking to all the places where I possibly
lost it,I was amazed at the unclaimed key rings at the
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Helolost-and-found in various stores.
ise,P.O.Box 795000,San Antonio,TX 78279-5000,
1 now attach a "dog tag," with name and phone or you canfax it to I-210-HELOISE or email it to
number, to my key ring. like the ID tags purchased Heloise(at)Heloise.cont. I can't answer your letter
at any pet store. It cost me $5 and can save you hun- personally but will use the best hints received in my
dreds. Caution,though: Do not put an address on the column.
tag. only first name and telephone number, so it can(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, May 4, 2016:
This year your drive and follow-through can
sometimes become a problem for others. Be
sensitive to others' needs. You inadvertently could
turn into a very controlling person because of these
qualities. Use them well, and you will succeed at
manifesting what you want. If you are single, you
could meet someone quite special before fall. Take
your time getting to know this person, as he or she
might be somewhat closed off. If you are attached,
though you might not always agree, make it a point
to not make it a big deal. The more one-on-one time
you spend together, the better your relationship will
be. ARIES cares about your well-being.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You express energy and decisiveness.
You could surprise yourself with how much you
are able to get done. If you want to tackle another
project, do. A boss or someone who frequently
observes you could be taken aback by your
passion and spunk.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Don't hesitate to express your feelings. You
will find an associate to be irritable, especially if
you bottom-line an issue. It might feel as if this
person has slammed the door on you. Know that
someone could be withholding the facts.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A friend might be encouraging a loved
one to express him- or herself more directly. At
first this change could cause you some distress,
especially as you no longer are used to this
behavior. Know that you will adjust given some
time. Pressure builds.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take charge rather than watch a situation
spiral out of control. Once you show interest in this
matter, others will too. Someone could be vying for
control. Be smart and let this person have it, and
know that what you did was necessary.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Don't hesitate to reach out for what you
want. Your high energy and vast knowledge are

likely to point you in a new direction. Your ability
to move forward despite obstacles and an ongoing
hassle could define your success.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** You could be in the position of trying to
make a situation change. However, for that to
happen, you'll need the other party involved to
work with you. You might be uncomfortable, but
you'll need to honor certain guidelines.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** Defer to someone else, and understand
where he or she is coming from. A conversation,
which you would like to keep diplomatic, might
actually evoke the opposite response. Know when
to back off. Pressure builds between you and
another person.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be tired and unwilling to follow
through on keeping a firm hand on your spending,
or on some other matter involving your funds.
Honor what is happening within your immediate
circle, yet be open about your feelings.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You can be sarcastic at times, and this trait
probably will emerge today. Try to detach before
you say something you'll regret. You could have
a grievance with someone you interact with today
that is likely to come out whether you like it or not.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Stay centered, especially when handling a
personal matter. You might not be aware of the
depth of your feelings toward a family member.
Suddenly, you could feel irritation or anger for
no reason. Be honest with yourself about what is
going on.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be true to yourself and talk about your
feelings, especially with a friend. How you phrase
what you say could affect this person's reaction.
You'll have a sense of direction but no idea about
how to handle the moment.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Be aware of the costs of continuing as you
have been. A boss or someone whom you must
answer to suddenly might be somewhat bellicose
A goal that was just within reach could vanish into
thin air if you are not careful
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PREP TRACK AND FIELD: CALLOWAY COUNTY
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Lakers reflect on Twilight success
By BRYCE RUDO
Sports Reporter

With the varied success of the Murray
1-ugh track and field team this season, often
lost in the mixture has been the records posted by Calloway County.
In the Twilight Relay at Marshall County two weekends ago, the Lakers and Lady
Lakers proved exactly why they belong in
the conversation with the best of the best in
terms of a bid to the state tournament held in
Lexington in late May.
Leading off were the Lady Lakers, as the
girls team finished in second place behind
Blackmon High from Murfreesboro,Tn.
The difference? Nine points, as they were
edged out 99 to 90 for a first place bid. Calloway County did take out Herrin,IL though,
by four points. First place finishers included

Lily Lowe and Audrey Jeziorski in high jump
relay, Lowe and Meddle Balmer in Long
Jump Relay, Jaydn Lencki, Chaney Cox,
Madison Phillips and Lily Lowe in shuttle
hurdle relay.
School records set in the process included the 4x1600 relay of Katie Allen, Kirsten
Houston, Jessica Wicker and Kelly Norton,
the shuttle hurdle relay, the sprint medley relay of Lauren Wagner, Reagan Pittenger, Haley Glenn and Lowe and the distance medley
relay of Audrey Jeziorski, Lauren Wagner,
Kirsten Houston and Kelly Norton.
Lowe,a fixture in Calloway County track
for the last several years, continued to be a
highlight reel by herself, besting her own record in High Jump with a 5-10.50.
"We used a solid mix of experience and
youth to get through the night, head coach
Mike Wicker said,

"The winning shuttle hurdle relay team
had 2 8th graders, a freshman and our senior
Lily Lowe. The 4x1600 had an 8th grader, a
freslrunan a sophomore and senior Kelly Norton. Our freshman 4x100 relay team finished
second overall as well. It was a tremendous
weekend."
The Leiters also set a school record in the
sprint medley relay with a time of 1.42.77.
Team members were Jorge Cambon, Christian Bobo, Cody Orr, and Jordan Norsworthy. The boys finished 8th overall, while the
middle school team showed a primise of the
future, placing a respectable second place out
of 17 teams.
The suprise of the dominance stood out
more than anything."We started the first few
Submitted Photr
events slightly ahead of where I had us. We
Calloway County's Lindsey Wagner takes the baton from Rea
just had so many well-rounded performances gan
Pittenger in the Twilight Relays at Marshall County Higt
with everyone contributing," Wicker said.•
School. The 4x1600 relay team set a new school record.

MURRAY STATE MENS BASKETBALL BANQUET

MSU SOFTBALL

Leaving with a legacy

Robinson
OVC
pitcher of
the week

Racer basketball honors memorable 2016 senior trio
MSU Sports Information

Coach Matt McMahon and the Murray State men's basketball team honored
their seniors Monday night at the Murray
Room inside the CFSB Center in Murray, Ky.
Seniors Terron Gilmore, Wayne
Langston, and Jeffery Moss were in the
spotlight as their accomplishments and
contributions were noted.

MSU Sports Information

Jeffery Moss — Madison,Ala.
Moss put a cap on a fantastic career
with the Racers when he was named to
the All-Ohio Valley Conference First
Team and later, to the National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC)
All-District-19 Second Team.
Moss' place in the Racer record book
is rock solid after he finished as the 43rd
Racer to join the 1000-Point Club (1,409
points) and the 18th to score. 1,400
points. He is one of five Racers to make
200 3-point baskets. His 213 threes are
third all-time and his .407 3-point percentage is seventh at MSU.
Moss finished with a flare when he
scored a career-high 33 points on Senior Day against UTM. In that game, he
became the fourth MSU player to hit at
least eight 3-point baskets as part of an
11-of-16 day from the field.
In his senior season, Moss was 14th
in the OVC with 14.2 points per game
and sixth in 3-point percentage (75-of178 .421). Moss was second in the OVC
in 3-point average (.495) and made more
3-point shots(53) than anybody in OVC
in games. He made 100 straight starts to
finish his run at MSU.
Moss was given the Garrett Beshear
Defensive Award by assistant coach
Dave Winder/ MSU Sports Information
James Kane. The award is named after
one of the greatest defenders in MSU (From left): Murray State seniors Terron Gilmore, Jeffery Moss and Wayne Langston were honored inside the CFSB
history. Beshear is a MSU Hall of Famer Center in a special ceremony on Monday night, recognizing the senior class of 2016 for their contributions.
who played for the Racers from 1949-52.
points against EIU on 10-of-14 from the of the team even so. Gilmore was a great cuse (47), Kansas(33) and Arizona (32).
Awards for the Racers after the 2015field.
He matched it with 24 points at the teammate and brought a tremendous
Wash.
,
D.C.
Wayne Langston —
Langston became the post presence OVC Tournament against the Panthers. worth ethic to the program every day. 16 season included Coach McMahon bethe Racers needed as a senior. He put to- His .629 field goal percentage (163-of- His finish to the game on Senior Night ing named to the finalist list for the Joe
gether an excellent season scoring 13.5 259) was 10th best season in MSU histo- against UT Martin brought the loudest B. Hall award. Collegelnsider.com gives
points per game and he grabbed 6.1 re- ry and it ranked 11th in the nation among cheer of the season at the CFSB Center. the award to the top rookie coach in
Gilmore was given the Jeff Martin NCAA D-I. Moss was named All-OVC
bounds per game. Lefty earned a spot NCAA D-I teams.
He
Class
& Character Award, name after First Team and NABC District-19 Secwas
given
the
Popeye
Jones
on the All-Tournament Team at the Gulf
Coast Showcase when he led the Racers Award presented by assistant coach Tim MSU's all-time leading scorer. Racer ond Team. Langston earned a spot on the
in scoring over three games hitting 20- Kaine. Jones was a two-time OVC Play- assistant coach Shane Nichols presented Gulf Coast Showcase All-Tournament
Team.
of-27 from the field for a 15.0 per game er of the Year in the 1990's and is MSU's the award.
Banquet-Season
Notes
A pair of videos, produced by Matt
all-time
rebounder
and
fourth
in
scoring.
scoring average.
The
Racers
(17-14)
extended
their
Hall
- Director of Multimedia & Prodouback-to-back
had
Langston
streak
of
29-straight
winning
seasons.
duction,
were shown during the banquet.
Terron
Gilmore
—Jackson,
Miss.
ble-doubles against Alabama A&M and
is
fourth
in
the
nation
tied
One
highlighted
the accomplishments of
MSU's
streak
Gilmore,
who
only
appeared
in
55
24
season-high
Houston and scored a
games in his MSU career, was a big part with UConn. The Racers trail only Syra- the MSU seniors and their moments.

Mason Robinson of the Murray State softball team has been
named as the adidas® OVC
Pitcher of the Week for games
played April 25 - May 1, the
league office announced Monday. The award is the first ol
the season for Robinson and the
fourth of her career.
Robinson went 3-0 in as many
starts on the week, notched twc
solo shutouts, a combined shutout and extended her scoreless
streak to 28.0 innings. She began
the week by carrying a no-hitter against Western Kentucky
5.1 innings, before eventually
notching her first shutout of the
week and allowing just two hits
in the process.
Saturday against UT Martin
the junior surrendered just foul
hits on the back of her second
straight solo shutout. In the finale with the Skyhawks Sunday
Robinson once again allowed
just two hits, this time over five
innings of work.
She finished the week with 10
strikeouts compared to just foul
walks and limited opponents tc
a minuscule .131 average. On
top of a 0.00 ERA over the three
game stretch, she allowed less
than one base runner,at 0.63, per
inning pitched.
Robinson and teammates
will return to action his weekend when they try to lock up an
seventh consecutive OVC tournament berth in a three-game
series at Austin Peay.

ST LOUIS CARDINALS

Cardinals
hammer
Phillies
The Associated Press

INDIANA RACERS SEASON WRAPUP

The future is bright in Indy
George was still trying to
a 55-plus win team to Game 7,"
George said after Indiana's sea- prove he could come all the
INDIANAPOLIS — The son-ending loss to Toronto on way back from a gruesome
Indiana Pacers turned what was Sunday night. "It's been a long compound fracture in his right
supposed to be a transition- journey, I'm very proud of my leg. Turner was a 19-year-old
rookie, dubbed by team presal season into one filled with guys."
The Pacers are finished after ident of basketball operations
promise.
Paul George regained his blowing a 13-point lead in the Larry Bird as the team's best
All-Star form. Myles Turner fourth quarter of Game 5 and shooter.
Bird went all in on getting
emerged as a potential future falling just short in Game 7,
rid of the plodding, physical
star, and the Pacers showed also on the road.
Few expected this series to style Indiana relied on to reach
they could win while playing
be so competitive, primarily back-to-back Eastern Conferdistinctly different styles.
Now they have to figure out because the Pacers have strug- ence finals before George's inhow to take that next step,from gled to match up with the Rap- jury. The goal was more small
ball.
playoff team to conference con- tors for four seasons.
No, coach Frank Vogel
But if the series proved anytender.
"It's our first year together. thing, it's that Indiana might didn't have all the pieces to
make Bird's preferred style
We had a rookie in our lineup, not be far away.
When training camp opened, work every game,so he mixedwho is going to get better, who
is going to come back a differ- Indiana was one of the league's
•See PACERS, Page 12
ent player. We took a two-seed, great mysteries.
The Associated Press

AP Photo
Indiana Pacers head coach Frank Vogel shouts instructions
during the first half of Game 6 of an NBA first-round playoff
basketball series against the Toronto Raptors, Friday, April 29,
2016, in Indianapolis.

ST. LOUIS — Adam Wainwright pitched six innings and
hit a three-run home run — the
first of five for St. Louis — as
the Cardinals snapped a four
game losing streak with a 10-3
victory over the Philadelphia
Phillies on Monday night.
Matt Adams,rookie Aledmr
Diaz and Randal Grichuk added
solo homers and Kolten Wong
hit a two-run homer to help St
Louis overcome a 3-0 deficit and
avoid its first five-game slide
since losing seven straight from
July 26-31,2013.
Wainwright, who has struggled since missing most of Iasi
season with an Achilles tendon
injury, has won two straight
Wainwright (2-3) was the Iasi
Cardinals pitcher to get a win after yielding four runs over 5 1/3
innings in an 11-4 rout at Arizona on April 27.
MI See CARDS, Page 12
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
COLIDN BASEBALL
6 p.m
Murray State at Evansville
Re MIMI
5 p.m
Banana Memorial at Murray High
Graves County at Calloway County
PREP SOFTBALL
5:30 P.m,
Calloway County at Tiagg County
Murray High at Marshall County
PREP BOYS AND NILS NOCK Ale FMB
530 p.m
Ballara Memorial. Caichvell County, Calloway
County, Dawson Springs, Graves County.
Livingston Central, Paducah St. Mary. University
Heights at Marsha/1 County Quadrangular

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
MLB
6 p.m.
MLB - Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh or Texas
at Toronto
7 p.m.
FSMW - Philadelphia at St Louis
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs, conference semifinals, Game
1, teams TBA
9:30 p.m.
TNT-Playoffs, conference semifinals. Game
1, team TBA
NHL
6 p.rn.
NBCSN - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern Conference, second round, Game 3, Tampa Bay at NY
Islanders
7 or 8:30 p.m.
TBA - Stanley Cup playoffs, Western Conference, second round, Game 3, Dallas at St. Louis
8 or 9 p.m.
Tl3A - Stanley Cup playoffs, Western Conference, second round, Game 3, Anaheim at San
Jose or Sari Jose at Nashville

PRO BASEBALL
MIS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct
L
W
15
600
10
Boston
14
583
10
Baltimore
14
462
12
Toronto
458
11
13
Tampa Bay
15
8
348
New York
Central Division
W
Pct
L
8 .692
18
Chicago
14
Detroit
10 .583
13
.542
11
Kansas City
12 .455
Cleveland
10
18 .2e0
7
Minnesota
West Division
W
Pat
L
14
11
.580
Texas
13
11
-542
Seattle
13
Oakland
13 .500
12
13 .480
Los Angeles
17 .320
8
Houston
Saturday's Resides
Detroit 4, Minnesota 1
Oakland 2, Houston 0
Tampa Bay 4, Toronto 3
Chicago White Sox 8, Baltimore 7
Philadelphia 4, Cleveland 3
Boston 8, N.Y Yankees 0
Texas 7, LA. Angels 2
Seattle 6, Kansas City 0
Sunday's Results
Toronto 5, Tampa Bay 1
Chicago White Sox 7, Baltimore 1
Detroit 6, Minnesota 5
Philadelphia 2, Cleveland 1
LA Angels 9, Texas 6
Houston 2, Oakland 1
Kansas City 4, Seattle 1
Boston 8, N.Y. Yankees 7
Monday's Results
Texas 2, Toronto 1
Milwaukee 8. L.A. Angels 5
Minnesota at Houston, late
Washington at Kansas City, late.
Seattle at Oakland, late
Today's Games
Detroit at Cleveland, 5:10 p.m.
NY Yankees at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Texas at Toronto, 6:07 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Tampa Bay,6:10 p.m.
Boston at Chicago White Sox,7:10 p.m.
LA. Angels at Milwaukee, 7:10 p.m.
Minnesota at Houston, 7:10 p.m.
Washington at Kansas City, 7:15 p.m.
Seattle at Oakland. 905 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct
L
W
.708
7
Washington
17
.652
8
New Yon
15
15
10 .600
Philadelphia
12 .500
Miami
12
.250
18
6
Atlanta
Central Division
L
W
Pct
17
6
.739
Chicago
.600
10
Pittsburgh
15
12
13 .480
St LOWS
10
15 .400
Cincinnati
.375
15
9
Milwaukee
West Division
Pct
L
W
13
.500
13
Los Angeles
13
.500
13
San Francisco
12
12
.500
Colorado
.444
15
12
Arizona
16
9
.360
San Diego
Saturday's Results
Cubs,
postponed
Atlanta at Chicago
Washington 6, St. Louis 1
N.Y Mets 6. Sari Francisco 5
Philadelphia 4, Cleveland 3
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 1
Miami 7, Milwaukee 5
Colorado 5, Arizona 2
San Diego 5, LA. Dodgers 2

GB
14
354
314
6
GB
3
4
6
1014
GB
14
2
/
11
2
6

Sunday's Bosun
San Francisco 6, N.Y. Mots 1
Cincinnati 6, Pittsburgh 5, 11 innings
Milwaukee 14, Miami 5
Washington 6, St Louis 1
Atlanta 4, Chicago Cubs 3. 10 innings
Philadelphia 2, Cleveland 1
Colorado 6, Arizona 3
LA Dodgers 1, San Diego 0
kionday's Renutts
Chicago Cubs 7, Pittsburgh 2
N.Y. Nets 4, Atlanta 1
San Francisco 9, Cincinnati 6
Milwaukee 8, LA Angels 5
St Louis 10. Philadelphia 3
Washington at Kansas City, late
Colorado at Sari Diego, late
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs at Fittsburgli, 6.05 pm
Arizona at Miami,6:10 p.m.
Atlanta at N.Y. Meta, 6:10 p.m.
LA. Dodgers at Tampa Bay,6:10 p.m.
San Francisco at Cincinnati,6:10 p.m.
LA. Angels at Milwaukee, 7110 p.m.
Philadelphia at St. Louis, 7:15 p.m.
Washington at Kansas City, 7:15 p.m.
Colorado at San Diego, 910 p.m.

PRO HOCKEY
NHL
STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
SECOND ROUND
(Bost-of-7; x-It necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
N.Y. Islanders 1,Tampa Bay 1
April 27. N Y Islanders 5, Tampa Bay 3
April 30- Tampa Bay 4, NY Islanders 1
Tuesday Tampa Bay at NY Islanders,6 p.m
Friday: Tampa Bay at NY Islanders, 6 p.m.
Sunday: NY Islanders at Tampa Bay, TBA
x-May 10: Tampa Bay at NY Islanders, TBA
n-May 12' NY islanders at Tampa Bay, TBA
Ptttsburgh 2, Washington 1
Apnl 28, Washington 4, Pittsburgh 3, OT
April 30: Pittsburgh 2, Washington 1
Monday Washington 2, Pittsburgh 3
Wednesday: Washington at Pittsburgh,7 p.m.
Saturday: Pittsburgh at Washington. TBA
x-May 10. Washington at Pittsburgh, TBA
x-May 12: Pittsburgh at Washington, TBA
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Dallas 1, St Louis 1
April 29. Dallas 2, St Lours 1
May 1: St. LOUIS 4, Dallas 3, OT
Tuesday Dallas at St Louis, 830 p.m.
Thursday Dallas at St. Louis, 7 p.m.
Saturday: St. Louis at Dallas, TBA
a-Monday: Dallas at St Louis, TBA
x-May 11: St Louis at Dallas, TBA
San Jose 2, Nashville 0
April 29. San Jose 5, Nashville 2
May 1: San Jose 3, Nashville 2
Tuesday: San Jose at Nashville, 8 p.m
Thursday San Jose at Nashville, 8 p.m
x-Saturday. Nashville at San Jose, TBA
x-Monday: San Jose at Nashville. TBA
x-May 12: Nashville at San Jose, TBA

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
CONFERBICE SEMIFINALS
(Best-of-7;
necessary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland 1, Atlanta 0
Monday:Cleveland 104, Atlanta 93
Wednesday: Atlanta at Cleveland,7 p.m.
Friday Cleveland at Atlanta,6 p.m.
Sunday: Cleveland at Atlanta, 2:30 p.m.
x-May 10: Atlanta at Cleveland,713A
x-May 12, Cleveland at Atlanta, TBA
x -May 15. Atlanta at Cleveland, TBA
Toronto vs. Miami
Tuesday Miami at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Thursday: Miami at Toronto. 7 p.m.
Saturday: Toronto at Miami, 4 p.m.
Monday: Toronto at Miami, 7 p.m.
x-May 11: Miami at Toronto, TBA
x-May 13: Toronto at Miami,TBA
x-May 15: Miami at Toronto, TBA
WESTERN CONFERENCE
San Antonio 1, Oklahoma City 0
April 30: San Antonio 124, Oklahoma City 92
Monday: Oklahoma City at San Antonio.late
Friday: San Antonio at Oklahoma City, 8:30 p.m.
Sunday,:San Antonio at Oklahoma City, 7 p.m.
x-May 10: Oklahoma City at San Antonio, TBA
x-May 12: San Antonio at Oklahoma City,TBA
x-May 15: Oklahoma City at San Antonio, TBA
Golden State 1, Portland 0
May 1, Golden State 118, Portland 106
Tuesday: Portland at Golden State,9:30 p.m.
Saturday: Golden State at Portland,7:30 p.m.
Monday: Golden State at Portland, 9:30 p.m.
x-May 11. Portland at Golden State, TBA
x-May 13: Golden State at Portland. TBA
x-May 16. Portland at Golden State, 8 p.m

PRO FOOTBALL
GB
2
/
11
2
1
2/
5
11
GB
3
6
8
2
1
8/
GB
2
/
11
2
1
3/

2018 NFL DRAFT
Saturday's Resufts
Al Chicago
Fourth Round
99 Cleveland, Joe Schobert, lti Wisconsin.
100 Oakland (from Tennessee through Philadelphia arid Cleveland), Connor Cook, rib, Michigan State.
101 Dallas, Charles Tapper, de, Oklahoma.
102 San Diego, Joshua Perry, lb, Ohio State.
103 Jacksonville, Sheldon Day, dt, Notre
Dame.
104. Baltimore, Tavon Young, cb, Temple.
105. Kansas City (from San Francisco), Parker
Ehinger, g, Cincinnati.
106. Kansas City (from Chicago through Tampa
Bay), Eric Murray, cb, Minnesota.
107. Baltimore (from Miami). Chris Moore, Wr,
Cincinnati.
108. Tampa Bay, Ryan Smith, cb, N.C. Central,
109. New York Giants, B.J. Goodson, tb, Damson.
110. Los Angeles, Tyler Higbee, te, Western
Kentucky.
111. Detroit. Miles Killebrew. s, Southern Utah.
112. New England (from New Orleans), Malcolm Mitchell, wr, Georgia.
113. Chicago (from Philadelphia through Tennessee through Los Angeles), Nick Kwiatkoski,
lb, West Virginia.

What he needed was more
help.
"I ran out of gas a little bit,"
From Page 11
George said after Game 7."I'm
going to try and sit here and
and-matched and found enough not
I definitely was
Superman.
be
combinations to still win 44
game."
the
in
late
winded
games and nearly pull off an imStill, the Pacers appear to
probable playoff victory.
bright future.
George proved the doubt- have a
acknowledges he still
George
third
his
making
ers wrong by
of the explosiveness
some
lacks
All-Star appearance and nearly
from before the instrength
and
breaking the single-game scorexpects to be even
he
and
jury,
ing record, and then averaged
season.
next
better
27.3 points, 7.6 rebounds and
Turner sounds committed
4.3 assists while shooting 45.5
sticking around Indianapolis
to
percent from the field and maksummer so he can get stronthis
the
in
throws
ing 61 of 64 free
refine his game and perhaps
ger,
playoffs.
his shooting range.
extend
Perhaps more importantly,
with another offseason
And
George took another step in bethe roster, Bird is
fine-tune
to
coming the unquestioned leader
active.
be
to
expected
by challenging himself and his
Indiana natives
of
handful
A
teammates to do more throughbecome free agents this
could
Toronto.
against
out the series
season, most notably Memphis

•Pacers...

111. Cleveland (from Oakland). Ward° Lan.
wr, Auburn.
115. Manta, Del/untie Campbell. Its Minnssotis
116. Indianapolis, Hassan Ridgeway, dl, Texas.
117 Los Angeles (horn Buffalo through),
Phan* Cooper. wr, South Carotins
118 New York Jets, Justin Burns, cts N.C.
State.
119 Houston, Tyler Ervin, rb, San Jose Stale.
120 New Orleans (from Washington), David
Dayamate dl. Manitoba (Canada),
121 Minnesota, Willie Beavers, ot, Western
Michigan.
122 Dncinnati, Andrew Billings, dl, Baylor
123 Pittsburgh, Jeraid Hawkins, ot LS1J.
124 Chicago from Seattle), Deon Bush, s,
Miami
125. Indianapolis OrCirn Green Bay), Antonio
Momson, Florida.
126. Kansas City, Demarcus Robinson, art,
Honda
127 Chicago Mom New England), Deiondre'
Hall, s, Northern Iowa.
128. Arizona, Evan Boehm, c, Missouri
129. Cleveland (from Carolina). Derncli Kindred, a,ICU.
130. Baltimore thorn Denver). Alex Lewis, ot
Nebraska.
131 x-Green Bay, Blake Martinez, IA. Stanford
132. x-Baltimore, Willie Henry, dl, Michigan.
133. x-San Francisco, Rashard Robinson, cb,
USU.
134. x-Baltimore, Kenneth Dixon, it, Louisiana
Tech.
135. x-Dallas, Oak Prescott, gb, Mississippi
State.
136 a-Denver, Devontae Booker, rb, Utah
137. x-Green Bay, Dean Lowry, de, Northwestern.
138. x-Cleveland, Seth Devalve, te, Princeton.
139. x-Buffalo, Cardale Jones, ph, Ohio State
Rfth Round
140. Tennessee, Tarim Sharpe, wr, Massachusetts.
141. Carolina (from l Cleveland), Zack Sanchez,
cb, Oklahoma.
142. San Francisco (from San Diego), Ronald
Blair, de, Appalchan State,
143. Oakland (from Dallas), DeAndre Washington, it, Texas Tech,
144. Denver (from Baltimore), Connor McGovern, g, Missouri.
145. San Francisco, John Theo, ot, Georgia.
116. Baltimore (from Jacksonville), Matt Judon, de, Grand Valley State.
117. Seattle (from Miami through New England), Quinton Jefferson, dt, Maryland.
148. Tampa Bay, Caleb Benenoch, ol, UCLA.
149. New York Giants, Paul Perkins, it, UCLA.
150. Chicago, Jordan Howard, rb, Indiana.
151. Detroit, Joe Dahl, g, Washington State.
152. Washington arm New Orleans), Matthew
loannidis, dt, Temple.
153. Philadelphia, Wendell Smallwood, it,
West Virginia.
154. Cleveland (from Oakland), Jordan Payton,
wr, UCLA
Los Angeles Exercised in supplemental draft.
155. Indianapolis, Joe Haeg. ot. North Dakota
State,
156. Buffalo, Jonathan Williams, it, Arkansas.
Atlanta forfeited.
157. Tennessee (from New Yon Jets through
Denver), LeShaun Sims. ob, Southern Utah.
158. New York Jets (from Washington), Brandon Shell, dl, South Carolina,
159. Houston, KJ Dillon, s, West Virginia.
160. Minnesota, Karnali Brothers, lb Missouri,
161. Cincinnati, Christian Westerman, g, Arizona State.
162. Kansas City (horn Seater!), Kenn Hogan,
qb, Stanford.
163. Green Bay, Trevor Davis, wr, California.
164. Philadelphia (from Pittsburgh), Halapoulivaati Vaitai. at.ICU
165. Kansas City, Treek Hill, wr, West Alabama.
166. Houston (from New England), D.J. Reader,
nt, Clemson.
167. Arizona, Margui Christian, s, Midwestern
State.
168. Cleveland (from Carolina), Spencer Durango, ot, Baylor.
169. Detroit (from Denver), AntWIOne Williams,
lb. Georgia Southern.
170. x-Arizcna, Cole Toner, ot, Harvard.
171. x-Seattle, Ales Collins, rti, Arkansas.
172. x-Cleveland, Rashard Higgins, wr, Colorado State.
173. x-Cleveland, Trey Caldwell, db, Louisiana-Monroe.
174. x-San Francisco, Faris Cooper, ot
175. x-San Diego, Jatavis Brown. lb, Akron.
Sixth Round
176. Denver (horn Cleveland through Tennessee), Andy Janovich, lb, Nebraska
1 T7. LIIS Angeles (from Tennessee). Temamck
Hemingway, te, South Carolina State.
178. Kansas City (from Dallas through San
Francisco), D.J. White, cb, Georgia Tech.
179. San Diego, Drew Kasai. p, Texas MM.
180. Minnesota (from San Francisco), Montt
BeehrInger wr, no college (Germany).
181. Jacksonville, Tyrone Holmes, lb, Montana.
182. Baltimore. Keenan Reynolds, lt, Navy.
183. Tampa Bay, Devante Bond, lb, Oklahoma.
184. New York Giants, Jarrell Adams, te, South
Carolina.
185. Chicago, Delindre Houston-Carson, s, William 8 Mary.
186. Miami (from Miami through Minnesota),
Jakeem Grant wr, Texas Tech.
187. Washington (iron New Orleans), Nate
Sutheld, qb, Indiana.
188. Minnesota (from Philadelphia), David
Morgan. te, Texas-San Antonio.
189. Dallas (from Oakland), Anthony Brown,
cb, Purdue
190. Los Angeles, Josh Forrest, lb, Kentucky.
191. Detroit Jake Rudock, gb, Michigan.
192. Buffalo, Kolby Listenbee, WT, TC11.
193. Tennessee (from Atlanta), Sebastian Tretola, g,Arkansas.
194. Oakland (horn Indianapolis), Cory James,
lb, Coloracloa State.
195. Atlanta (from New York Jets through
Houston), Wes Schweitzer, g, San Jose State.
196. Philadelphia (from Houston through New
England, Miami and Minnesota), Blake Countess.
cb, Aubum,
197. Tampa Bay (horn Washington), Dan Vitale,
fti, Northwestern.
198 San Diego (from Minnesota), Derek Watt.
fit, Wisconsin.
199. Cincinnati, Cody Core, via, Mississippi.
200. Green Bay, Kyle Murphy, ot, Stanford.
201. Jacksonville (from Pittsburgh). Brandon
Allen, Oa Arkansas.
202. Detroit (from Seattle), Anthony Zettel,
Penn State
203. Kansas City. Dadi Nicolas, de, Virginia
Tech.
204. Miami (from New England), Jordan Lucas.
S, Penn State.
205. Arizona, Harlan Miller, ob. Southeastern
Louisiana.
206. Los Angeles (from Carolina through Chicago), Michael Thomas, wr, Southern Miss

guard Mike Conley and New
Orleans guard Eric Gordon.
Indiana has four free agents of
its own - starting center Ian
Mahinmi, backup forwards Jordan Hill and Solomon Hill, and
backup guard Ty Lawson. And
the midseason rumors about a
possible trade of Indianapolis
natives, George Hill to Atlanta
for Jeff Teague,could resurface.
Bird has not yet said what he
intends to do.
What is clear, though, is that
the Pacers need a stronger supporting cast around their two
cornerstones.
"I couldn't be more proud
of our guys and how far we've
come this year," Vogel said."We
remade our franchise this year,
completely recreated an identity,
went through several shifts and
played our best basketball down
the stretch."

NBA PLAYOFFS

31F

AP Photo
Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James(23)celebrates against the Atlanta Hawks in the second
half in Game 1 on Monday, May 2, 2016, in Cleveland. The Cavs won 104-93.

Cavs close out Hawks
to capture game one
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Rusty,
rested or reeling,LeBron James
and the Cavaliers find a way to
beat the Hawks in the playoffs
every time.
James scored 25 points,
Kyrie Irving added 21 and
Cleveland withstood a strong
second-half surge by Atlanta to
maintain its chokehold on the
Hawks with a 104-93 victory
Monday night in the opening
game of their second-round
Eastern Conference series.
James converted a critical three-point play with 2:09
left for the Cavs, who blew an
18-point lead in the second half
and fell behind with 8 minutes
left in the fourth quarter before
making several clutch plays
down the stretch.
Cleveland swept Atlanta
in last year's Eastern Conference finals and has won eight
straight over the Hawks, moving to 9-0 against them in the
postseason.
This was by no means easy,
however.
"We needed everything,"
said James, who gave his team
just that, adding nine assists,
seven rebounds and five steals.
"We played an OK game. I
don't think we played to our
standards. The first game is always kind of a feel-out."
Dennis Schroder scored
a playoff career-high 27 and
rallied the Hawks before they
crumbled in the closing minutes. Atlanta's offense bogged
down in crunch time and the
Hawks only scored two field
goals in the final 4 minutes.
Paul Millsap had 17 points
and 13 rebounds. and Kent
Bazemore added 16 points for
Atlanta, which got just eight
points from Jeff Teague.
Game 2 is Wednesday night.
Despite the loss, the Hawks
were mostly pleased with their
effort.
"We felt good that we gave

III Cards...
From Page 11
In this victory, Wainwright
pitched six innings, allowing
three runs and five hits. He improved to 6-2 in II career starts

•

The Cardinals tied the game
3-3 in the fourth when Wainwright walloped a three-run
homer 408 feet into the second
deck in left field. Wainwright
hit a 3-1 fastball for his seventh
career home run and first since
September 2012. II

ourselves a chance," said Bazemore, who left the floor
clapping his hands."No moral
victories, but you want to keep
your mojo positive. We'll get
another crack."
James' three-point play,
which he punctuated by flexing his biceps, came after he
stripped the ball from Schroder
and the Cavs kept their possession alive with a pair of offensive rebounds, one by Tristan
Thompson, the other by J.R.
Smith.
The Cavs didn't show any
rust following an eight-day
break after the first round until the third quarter, when their
offense slowed and the Hawks
got hot. But when it mattered
most,the defending conference
champions came through, and
as always,James led the way.
Kevin Love, who was injured when the teams met in the
postseason last year, added 17
points but was just 4 of 17 from
the floor and appeared to hurt
his right shoulder. Thompson
added 14 rebounds, including
seven on the offensive end.
Thompson has been a rebounding marvel for the Cavs,
compliable to what Dennis
Rodman once did for Michael
Jordan and the Bulls.
"What Dennis did for the
Bulls on the floor," James said,
pausing for dramatic effect,
"Double-T does for our team,
just giving us extra possessions."
The Cavs came out strong
and seemed intent on knocking out the Hawks. Love, who
missed six of his first seven
3-pointers, knocked down a
pair from long range and James
finished a 2-on-1 break with a
thunderous dunk to give Cleveland a 72-54 lead with 4 minutes left in the third.
With Cleveland's sell-out
crowd roaring, the Hawks
looked to be in big trouble.
Atlanta, though, responded with its own deep barrage,

draining four 3-pointers in a
16-3 spurt to close the quarter
and pull within 75-70 entering
the fourth.
But with a chance to steal
Game 1 and end their futility
against Cleveland, the Hawks
came up short.
"We'll be tossing and turning tonight, going over things
we could have done better,"
said Kyle Korver, who missed
his only 3-pointer.
LOVE HURTS
• Love, whose dislocated left
shoulder ended his first postseason last year, banged his
right shoulder in the fourth
when he pump-faked Bazemore into the air and drew contact while shooting a 3-pointer.
During a timeout, one of
Cleveland's medical personnel
worked on Love, who stayed in
-the game.
"I'm fine," said Love, who
made two of his free throws.
"I can't catch a break with my
shoulders."
TIP-INS
Al Horford went 4 of 13 in
his team-record 71st playoff
game. ... The Hawks are making their ninth straight playoff
appearance, the second-longest
streak in the NBA to San Antonio's 19 in a row. They have
only advanced beyond the East
semifinals once during their
run. ... Atlanta came in 65-16
in the postseason since 195051 when holding opponents to
under 40 percent shooting.
Cleveland's nine-game
postseason winning streak over
Atlanta is the second-longest
active one in the league,topped
only by the Cavs' 12-game run
over Detroit.... James played in
his 183rd playoff game, tying
him with former Cavs coach
Byron Scott for 14th place on
the career list. LSU's Ben Simmons,who is expected to be the
No. 1 overall pick in this year's
draft,sat courtside.
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against the Phillies.
Jeremy
starter
Phillies
Hellickson(2-2)got chased after
5 1/3 innings. In his first outing
against St. Louis since 2011, he
gave up six runs, seven hits and
four walks as the Phillies had a
six-game winning streak ended.
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